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February 5, 2001 
REVISED SPACE SUMMARY 
RE: Student Center Renovation/ Expansion Phase I 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Account No. 00-0200-440-D440-5H-108-0 I 08-SU022-00-Z 
File No. PMSU0220 
S-C-B Project No. 00120 
The following space summary has been revised as per recommendation presented by Dr. 
Ron Eaglin on December 21, 2000. 
The items noted with an asterisk (*) indicate Dr. Eaglin's comments: 
The items noted with Roman Numerals (I, II, III, etc.,) relates to the original program 
summary listing. 
A. STUDENT OFFICES 
*I, II, III - combine into one suite 
*High priority 
I. Student Life Office Suite: 
• Suite of offices to house Student Life 
Staff 
II. Student Activities Office Suite: 
• Suite of offices to House Student 
Activities Staff 
• Reception Area 
III. Student Organization Office Suite: 
• Student Leader Offices 
• Reception Area 
ORIGINAL 
12,000 s.f. 










*VI, V - combine into one area. 
N. Student Business Services Area: 
• Cashier Window 
• Fee Payment, etc. 
V. Information Desk Director's Office: 
• Information / Reception Area 
• WorkRoom 
• Director's Office and Conference Area 
EXISTING MEETING ROOMS 
*VI - Existing meeting rooms should be 
upgraded but not reoriented. 
* - high priority 
*The President established no work is to be done 
in the Heritage Hall 
VI. Existing Meeting Rooms: 
• Meeting rooms we currently have 
Reconfigured with sub-dividable walls 
• Fully equipped with Technology 
• Accessible to catering kitchen 
• Accessible to table/chair storage room 
• Equipped with messaging system 
NEW MEETING ROOMS 
*VII.- New meeting rooms shall be planned for 
Phase II as an addition, with flexible space, and 
be sure to plan for adequate food service in 
Phase I. 
VII. "New" Meeting Rooms 
• Four large (Commonwealth) 
*sub-dividable by three 
• Fully equipped with Technology 
• Accessible to catering kitchen 
• Accessible to table/chair storage room 
• Equipped with a messaging system. 
ORIGINAL REVISED 
5,000 s.f. 2,000 - 2,500 s.f. 
11,000 s.f. 11,000 s.f. 
11,600 s.f. 0 s.f. 
r: 
E. BALLROOM 
*VIII- Ballroom expand if possible, possibility 
to encompass the lobby, make it dividable, no 
new stage if required, look at raising the ceiling 
height if the cost justifies. Provide good sound 
system in ballroom, good lighting control system 
and improve acoustics 
VIII. Ball Room 
• Current space and Lobby Area (3rd 
Floor) reconfigured 
• Sub-dividable by two 
• Fully equipped with Technology 
• Messaging System 
• Accessible to catering kitchen 
• Accessible to Storage Room 
• Ceiling height raised to 14' - 16' 
F. RECREATION ROOM 
*IX - Recreation / "casual -dining" - program is 
pkay, except do not provide a stage dressing 
area, theater equipment area, "this is not a 
performing type eatery''. 
. * High Priority 
*The recreation room should be expanded 
IX. RECREATION ROOM I PUB: 
• Pool / Game Room Area 
• Cyber Lounge 
• Arts and Crafts Room 
• Commuter Lounge 
• TV / Sports Viewing Area 
• Accessible to a kitchen facility 
• Bar / counter for food service 
• "Sports Bar" atmosphere 
• Stage dressing area 












G. GUEST ROOMS 1,100 s.f. 1,100 s.f. 
*X - Guest Rooms - more like apartments and 
suites, however no new space should be 
provided. 
*The apartments should include no new square 
footage, just renovate the existing. 
X. GUEST ROOMS: 
• Current space (redesigned) 
H. DIRECTOR'S APARTMENT 1,200 s.f. 1,200 s.f. 
*XI - Director Apartment - no new square 
footage, enhance existing or possibility relocate. 
XI. DIRECTOR'S APARTMENT 
• Third Floor 
• Improved Access 
• Two Bed Room 
I. AUDITORIUM 10,000 s.f. 8,500 s.f. 
*XIII - Auditorium - review program, it is a 500 
seat auditorium, not a theatre 
*The auditorium is not a high priority, however 
it should be reviewed. The 10,000 s.£ is 
probably too large, look at how the program 
dictates the final size. 
XII. AUDITORIUM 
• Fully Equipped 500 Seat Auditorium 
• Lobby Area/ Box Office Area 
• Arena Seating 
• Accessible to the Ball Room 
• Thrust Stage Omit 
• Back Stage/ Dressing/ Storage Area Omit 
• Fully Equipped w/Theatre Equip . Omit 
ORIGINAL REVISED 
J. BOOKSTORE 20,000 s.f. 15,000 s.f. 
*XIII - Bookstore - will encompass some retail 
areas, needs to be enhanced, architect should talk 
with the bookstore director, the program needs to 
be reviewed and the area needs to be reduced to 
approximately 15,000 s.f. 
*The Bookstore is to be reviewed. Some 
additional square footage is needed, however the 
total requested should be discussed further. 
K. FOOD SERVICE 22,000 s.f. 21,000 s.f. 
*XIIII- Food Service- investigate providing 
one low scale low finish type space. 
*The food service identified in the program is a 
low priority, but providing a student area is 
important. The food service is not to be 
relocated. 
*The building receiving area needs to be 
reworked and ensure that food service 
~,- - ....... , 
transportation is adequate to all areas of the 
' ~ 
building. -- _/ 
*The food service consultant to review the 
existing spaces and to advise how they could 
enhance them. MSU has vendors which also 
need to be brought into the discussion. 
*The food service would have to remain in 
operation at all times, however it could be scaled 
back on a temporary basis. 
L .. POST OFFICE 2,320 s.f. 2,320 s.f. 




Total Assignable Square Footage 
Non Assignable Space 
Total Program Square Footage 















Project Development Schedule for Student Center Renovation 
Morehead State University 
ID Task Name Dura Start Finish 01 02 03 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 
1 NIA 
2 Agency Program 30d Tues. Wed. ~!] 216/01 3fl/01 
·-
3 Schematic Design (SD) 90d Thurs. Tues. ,~, 
3/8/01 6/5/01 
4 SD Review 14d Wed. Tues. 00 6/6/01 6/19/01 
5 Design Development (DD) 90d Wed. Mon. 
6/20/01 9/17/01 H-1 
6 DD Review 14d Tues. Mon. ~ 9/18/01 ·10/1/01 
7 Contract Documents (CD) · 150d Tues. Fri. 
1012101 3/1/02 
" 
8 CD review, Incl □HBC 14d Sat. Fri. m 3/2102 3/15/02 
9 Bid / Award Contract 75d Sat. Fri 1;_,'i- ;·.•. :=,;:~;-;; ,n'.i:; 
3/16/02 5/29/02 
10 Construction 790d Thurs. Tues. -· - · 5/30/02 7/29/03 -·· I I I I 
00120-PROJ-SCHO,dw~ 





9 10 11 12 
Cardinal Key ational Honor Society 
UPO 1223 
Morehead State University 
Sponsor: Deborah Plum 3-2698 
To whom it may concern, 
February 12, 2001 
Please announce th.is information to your group: 
Cardinal Key is an organization for students who are leaders in the college 
community and who are deemed potential leaders in the future. The Society aims to honor 
these, inspire leadership in others, and utilize leadership capabilities in an active program 
of service to school, community, and country. The purposes of Cardinal Key are to 
recognize achievement in scholarship and extracurricular activities, and to advance 
personal growth, patriotism, and service by affording training for leadership in the college 
community. 
Cardinal Key National Honor Society is holding a membership drive to recruit new 
members for the upcoming school year. To become a member of Cardinal Key, students 
must have at least 60 credit hours and a GPA of at least 3.0. Applications are enclosed 
from which additional copies can be made. This year there is a limited number of 
positi.ons available. Applications are due by Friday, March 2nd. Membership fees are 
$35 .00 for the first year and $10.00 for the second year. Upon graduation from the 
university graduates will receive honor cords to wear at the graduation ceremony. If the 
applicant is accepted he/she will be notified b Friday, March 9t~ and the Initiation 
Ceremony will be on Monday, arch 19, at 8:30pm. 
Thank you for your cooperation. If there are any questions, please contact me at 
784-2030 or mharveyl 7@yahoo.com. 
Sincerely 
0J(al/l-l . 1-/4 tuJ" 
Marti Harvey 
CKHS President 
OFFICE OF TI--lE PRESIDENT 







201 HOWELL-MCDOWELL AD. BLDG. 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351-1689 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2022 
FAX: 606-783-2216 
February 27 2001 
After the death of a member of the faculty or staff or a student we are frequent I y 
asked by campus groups fri nds or family members to er ate some type of remembrance 
for that person on our campus. This year as a part of our Earth Da Celebrations 
Mrs. Eaglin and I are inviting all campus organizations class groups and interested 
individuals to take part in a meaningful event being planned to memorialize persons who 
have been members of the Uni ersity fami ly. 
On April 21 the University will have its first Earth Day hallenge sponsored by 
the am pus i ility Committee and Morehead tate niversity s Offic of Physical 
Plant. The Earth Day Challenge will be a da on which students faculty and staff can 
participate in cleaning up the campus and preparing and planting flo er beds. As a part 
of thi da plans are being made to plant and dedicate trees in designated areas on 
campus as Ii ing memorials to dee ased person who have been members of the 
Uni er ity family. Any organization, group, or individual wishing to have a tree planted 
and a plaque dedicated should contact Mr. Gene audill Asst. Director of Physical 
Plant at 783-5264 before April 1. The cost for a tree wiJl be around $200 and a 
memorial marker is usuall around $ 150. 
A short eremony is being planned at the Little Bell Tower on the afternoon of 
Apri l 21 when the trees are planted. Your group will have the opportunity to have a 
ceremony around your tree and place a marker in memory of your fri. nd. This event 
provides an opportunity to honor someone's memory whi le further beautifying our 
campus. 
Sincerely, 
Ronald G. Eaglin 
President 
MSU is on affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 







March 1, 2001 
Student Organizations 
Darin Blackburn 





MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351-1689 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2810 
FAX: 606-783-5082 
I know you are all thinking this seems somewhat early to begin planning for an 
event that is yet eight months away. Last year we didn't begin our planning until 
well into the summer and, yes, it was a huge success. This is why I think we 
should get an early start for next year's parade and Homecoming 2001 activities. 
I have scheduled a meeting for Tuesday March 2ih to discuss the plans. The 
meeting will be held in the Eagle Meeting Room of ADUC at 3:00pm. 
I would like each group to appoint at least 2 members to be on the planning 
committee for this year's Homecoming Parade. With this much advance 
planning we can make 2001 an even bigger success. 
I look forward to seeing each gr_oup represented at-the meeting. If you have any 
questions regarding this meetir.ig, please call me q(stop by my office. Have a 
great Spring Break and I will bS:.seein.g you on th~~~:rth_ 
~- o- • :,, I ! 
~jncerely, , ;, . , . 
l ~ ., ,J"" .. 
i._ ({_,(.,y \~(.,,f./1-----•:.....,, , .. 
Darin Blackburn, Manager 
University Ce~ter Services 
EDUCATION 
PAYS MSU is on affirmative action equal opportunitv educational institution. 
Student Alumni Ambassadors 
1ehead State University 
> .. .:..nni Center 








MSU Student Organizations 
Erin Back, Editor 
April 5, 2001 
Freshman Record Book 
The MSU Student Alumni Ambassadors (SAA) in cooperation with the MSU Alumni Association is creating a 
Freshman Record Book for the incoming class of Fall 2005. This book which will contain the names, campus 
addresses/phone numbers, hometowns, majors and pictures of the new class will be delivered to the students 
... 1..-n they arrive on campus during freshmen orientation week. SAA believes this will welcome the new students 
introduce them to the MSU campus and the Morehead community. 
SAA is asking you to join us by including an advertisement for .your organization in the record book. The prices are 
as follows: $30 for a quarter page ad, $50 for a half page ad, and $90 for a full page ad. The benefits of getting the 
name and description of your organization to incoming students will greatly outweigh the cost of the ad. 
Notification of participation is necessary by Friday, April 20, 2001 and ad design and money is due that day also. 
Please call 783-4671 to confirm participation and/or send ad design and money to the address at the top of the let-
ter, ATTN: SAA Freshman Record Book. If you have any questions please feel free to contact me. Please consider 
this opportunity to get your organization's name out to new students and use this new project as a tool for 
. recruitment. Thank you! 
............ ~. 
Steerin~ ~omminee 






Dr. Marilyn Sampley 
Dr. Ken Sexton 
CHALLENGE 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY• 
April 5, 2001 
TO: Members, Campus ~o~u,1.J.ity ; 
FROM: Bonnie Eaglin,_Chai; fl, ... -'· .. ~ '•. 
Steering Conun.ittee, Earth Day Challenge 2001- -· 
On Saturday, April 21, a transformation will oi;cur on the Morehead State University campus. Plans are 
underway for Earth DayChallenge 2001. !This campus.;.wjde.~venfis being planned by the Campus 
Civility Committee, the Earth Day Challenge Steering Committee, and employees of the MSU Physical 
Plant to clean up, plant, mulch, and improve the appearance-ofour campus grounds. 
We are recruiting members of our campus community --- students, staff, faculty, classes, groups of friends, 
and campus organizations - to take part in a spruce up day to beautify our campus. 
• Teams will be formed and assigned to a spectfic area of campus and given a list of things that 
need to be done in their assigned area. 
-.. 
• Prizes will be awarded in different categories. Some of the prizes include a free parking decal 
for next school year. 
• Tee-shirts will be provided for each mei;n.ber of the eight teruJJS in a different color for each 
• • r;. J I 
~fil • I 
• All team members and their capt~ins will meet on :S~turday, April 21, at 9 a.m. on Laughlin 
lawn to get their assignments and tobls for the day. . -
• Coffee and pastrie~ _will be ~~rveiJo t~~s~.;~ar1;,·ln~i~td~a.ls who need a caffeine boost. 
• We plan-on-being -finished-by -11:30 a:m:-and-will-be-treated to a cookout for our efforts back at 
Lau~Win ~~;'n: ~~e_C?.O~ will p~,t~~·f.1:~si~~~~t~ll.?, ih~){ic~ ¥~~siR~nts ~f~e University. 
Durmg the cookout, we will be treated'to mus11>tiyJesse Wells and the Licking Valley 
Ramblers. 
Have a fun morning, get to know and work side-by-side with faculty and staff. Please sign-up 
yourself or your group by calling April Haight at 783-2066 or Bonnie Eaglin at 783-2205 
(e-mail: b.eaglin@morehead-st.edu). Rain date is scheduled for April 27. 
l, 




314 AWE YOUNG HALL 








MSU Student Organizations 
Lora Pace 
Coordinator of Retention 
March 8, 2001 
Peer Advisor Applicants for Fall 2001 
The Office of Retention is now accepting applications for peer advisors for the Fall 2001 
seme~ster. Based upon the very positive evaluations of the peer advisor program by this 
year's MSU 101 instructors, the peer advisor will continue to be an important part of 
MSU 101. We are asking student organization leaders to recommend applicants for 
the peer advisor positions and to please announce this in your next meeting. 
The qualifications for Peer Adviso~s are: 1} sophomore, junior, or senior standing at 
MSU; 2) in good standing with the university; 3} has a 2.8 cumulative GPA; 4) involved 
in university extracurricular activities; and· 5) has 8 hours per week to devote •to 
freshmen students. Peer advisors are paid bi-weekly at minimum wage. 
Applications are available in the Office of Retention, 330 Allie Young. Completed 
applications are due by April 6, 2001. 
Thank you for your assistance. If you have any questions, please call me at 3-2517. 
EDUCATION 
PAYS 






We split the POT! 
Yes you get the CASH 
When: Wednesday April 11, 2001 
Time: 5:00 p.m. 
Where: Crager Room, ADUC 
Cost: S12 per team (2 persons) 
Late registration $15 per team 
Please R.S.V.P by April 6, 2001 
If you have any que tions call Nathan @ 3-4484 or Charla @ 3-3530 
Sponsor d by 
PHI SIGMA PI 
A National Co-educational Honors Fraternity 
e e rata art 
at the 
13th Annual Cave Run Lake Clean-up 
All boats & volunteers 
welcome! 
A-P 1 :t.4, 
aturdaY, _ 1..2-:30 p 
9 .:00 a.Ul-• 
Bags & rubber gloves 
will be provided. 
Register at Longbo-w Marina 
There will be an appreciation picnic at the Longbow boat ramp at 1:00 p.m. 
Some boat tra11sportation will be ava11able. 
Personal floatation devices will be available while on boat. They will 11ot be provided wllile on sllore. 
Wear sturdy sl•oes and ltmg pa11ts. 
Sunscreen, hats & heavy gloves recommended. 
This event is cosponsored by: 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, USDA Forest Service, Kentucky Division of Forestry, 
Personal Responsibility In A Desirable Environment (PRIDE), 
Sheltowee Environmental Education Coalition (SEEC), and 
Kentucky Department of Fish & Wildlife Resources. 
For more information, please contact Evely n Morgan or John Szy szka a t 606-784-6428. 
OFACE OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
Memorandum 
DATE: April 24, 200 I 
TO: Ms. Teresa Johnson, Pre ident 




100 lAUGHLIN BLDG 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 -1689 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2035 
FAX: 606-783-2678 
FROM: Chief Douglas M. BrO\vn /J /J /// /] v.;:? 
MSU Office of Public Safety l/ ~ / // / /:2-----
SUBJECT: Fre hman Parking Proposal 
Thank you for your proposed plan to change parking lot designations to set aside freshman 
parking areas. However, after discussions with the Ph ical Plant and information recei ed from 
the Office of the Vice President for Administration and Fiscal Services, the implementation of 
this proposal is not feasible in the coming academic ear. 
With the purchase of the new parking lot property across Highway 60 toe pand commuter 
( parking, the need to separate parking by academic standing appears to have been alle iated. The 
S"huttle bu route will be changed to include then 1ot. - ··- ··- --· ·- · ••· 
Another factor in the decision was that changes to parking lot signage to designate the freshman 
lots would ha e been a sigruficant added expense and workload for the Ph sical Plant. Also, 
parking enforcement in the non-freshman areas wouJd have required additional staffing that has 
not been authorized or funded . 
1 appreciate your input and ideas for improvements to the MSU campu community. 
DB:db 
cc: VP Student Life 
Physical Plant 
MSU ls on offlrmof,ve ac tion equal opportuni1Y educational lnstiMion. 
MoreheacJ ~tale uruversny - News lllLf,' JI l""' VT n.UIVJ .... , , .... au-.,\, .... UUI rn .. rt - ........ , ... vvv v .1 .~1----..• 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY™ 
Regents seek help on housing costs 
Morehead State Cniversity's five-year effort to imprO\ e fire safety in its residence halls is on 
schedule but the \\ ork is pro\ ing to be t\\ ice as expenst\ e as expected and those costs are 
being passed on to students\\ ho are required to li\'C in campus housing 
As a result. the institution's Board of Regents is concerned that forcing students to pay is not 
fair and that the process may discourage students from coming to the University The Regents 
learned at a recent meeting that cost projections on the ti, e-year project have climbed to 'l;6 3 
million from the original estimate of $3 6 million just t,\ o \'ears ago 
Board Chair L. ~1 (Sonny) Jones of Versailles v.as 
directed b) the Regents to request that the Council for 
Postsecondary Education (CPE) consider making such 
projects eligible for state capital construction funds in 
the 2002-2004 -.tate budget Jone., said that he and 
Vice Chair Buckner Hinkle of Lexington would 
submit a\\ ritlen request to CPE Chair Charles 
Whitehead to put the matter on that group's agenda 
"There is a basic question of fairness here that has not been adequately addressed." Jones said 
"Today's students and their families are being required to pay for impro, cments to state-O\\ned 
buildings constnicted more than 30 years ago " 
Fire safety in public university residence halls became 
a state,, idc issue in ~eptember 1998 in the aftermath 
of a lire at i\.[urra) ~tate University that claimed the 
life of a student Tv,o months later. the CPE \\as 
ad\ised bv its staff that fire safety \\as an institutional 
matter and should be funded by each uni\'ersity from 
its own resources The most expensive fire safet~ 
feature. in-room sprinklers. ,,,,ere not required '" hen 
most of the state's multi-story residence halls were 
constnicted in the I 960s and l 970s 
1orehcad State ha, been adding surcharges to its residence hall rental rates each year to 
finance bonds issued fort he purpose of pa) ing the construct1on costs for the 13 projects. Five 
projects ha, e been completed and the others are scheduled to be finished b, the summer of 
2003 
Vice Chair Hinkle expressed frustration that the school's efforts to keep its tuition and student 
activity fees at "reasonable levels" \\ere being offset b~ the rapidly escalating rental fees for 
residence hall rooms. 
2111/01 1:44 PM 
Morebeact :state uruvers1ty - News 
2 of3 
"We offer the state's best tuition value but must charge the highest room rates to pay for fire 
safety improvements which should be the responsibility of state go\,ernment." Hinkle said He 
noted that rent surcharges had been $70 the first year and $92 the second vear with the third 
year e:--pected to top SI 00 
"At the rate we are going. the add-on charges for students living in our residence halls could 
hit $200 a year before these projects are finished. " he stated. 
Jones said the UniYersity did not agree \\ith the decision to let institutions use their own 
resources to correct the deficiencies but had acquiesced at the time because it \\as apparent 
that the CPE \\Ould not support a request for state capital construction funds for that purpoc;e 
"What we saw two years ago as a difficult but perhaps manageable problem has ballooned out 
of reason and no\.\ must be addressed by those who make policy for postsecondary education.'' 
Jones added 
In other business. the Regents learned that fall enrollment had increased slightly The final 
figures showed a head count of 8.327, an almoc;t two percent increase O\er the fall l 999 figure 
of 8. 171 The growih was attributed to improved recruitment of nev. students 
To meet the needs or the region and healthcare projections over the next decade. the Regents 
approved reactivation of an associate of applied science degree in respiratory therapy in 
collaboration with Rowan Technical College. The agreement makes Rov .. an Tech responsible 
for offering the respiratory care courses and selecting and super\. ising the facult) with 1\1S l 
teaching general education courses and awarding the two-year degree. 
Initially. a maximum of 30 students \\ ill enroll in the ne\.\ program in the spring 2001 semester 
\\ith a minimum of 10 from the Lni\ ersit) . \1SL pre\ 1ously offered a respirator) therapy 
degree but it was suspended m 1993 because of fiscal constraints. 
The Regents also approved a $100 per semester increase in tuition and mandatory student fees 
for the 2001-2002 school year Tuition and fees for resident students and those from selected 
out-of-state counties \\ ill be $ 1.355 for undergraduates and $1 ,467 for graduate students per 
semester The per semester costs for non-resident undergraduate students will be $3,602 and 
graduate students will pay $3,932 
In his discussion of the increase. President Ronald G Eaglin cited a rise in operating expenses 
related to facility improvements, operating costs, employee health insurance, faculty and staff 
salaries. and planned new academic initiatives as the basis for the increased charges to 
students 
The Board accepted the 1999-2000 financial audit report completed b) Kelle), Gallowa) and 
Company or Ashland. Audit Committee Chair Hinkle reported that the CPA. firm had deemed 
that vfSL "is fiscally sound " 
Back to In the News 
2/11/01 1:44 PM 
I of2 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY._ 
Black History Month events scheduled 
orehead tate UniYersity will host a variety of eYent . from movie · and mu ic to theatre and 
lectures. du1ing Febrnary v.hich i Black Histof) 1onth. 
The acti, itie . v,hich are free and open to the public. include: 
• A erie of movie by hra and Merira K\,,e i [ ue da eb 6. 11 fii an Fa hion ·" 
Thur day, eb IS. 0 Afiican.History, Part I," Tue day. Feb 20 11 fiican Hi tory, P.?fl 
.- 1( 1 and_Tu sday, Feb. 77, ."Education our ", The films will be h0\\11 at 7 pm in th 
Commonwealth Room of the cfron Doran Univer ity Center 
-~· • • Community gatherings are lated for con ecutive unday --Feb. -L l I. 18 and 25--in the 
~ Commomvealth Room of D 'C from 11 a.m to I 2 30 p.m The activities v .. 111 be led b) 
the Rev nthony W Gaine . associate pa ·tor of o ington nited Community 
Christian Church and n,o-time graduate of the Cniver ity 
~ • "Postal Hi tory: Depiction of African mericans on Postal tamps.'' a lecture by Dr. 
t' 
Tim A. hmore. M as istant profe or of ·pecch. will be offered on unday. Feb 4. in 
the Riggle Room of DUC from S to 7 p m 
~/ go pel play written and dtrected by T ,ree Gaine . a Morehead junior, "Look Where 
~ He' Brought Me Fron1." will be performed on aturda). Feb. 10. in the Duncan Recital 
Hall from 6 to 8 p.m. 
• production b Kimberly Ro · -Brovwn and tace) ebster-Little, Lexington 
Community College a si tant profes or . "An Urgent Plea· peaking the acts" will b 
presented on unda- , .Feb I . i11 Dunc n.Recital Hall from 5 to 1 .m. ln th . 
peiformance. the two female charact r di c'i.i s th·e· co~ equence - of e cual pr mi uit . 
fact on HI and Aid warenes . and way. to foster health_· relation hip between the 
sexe 
• The "Third Annual alute to frican- merican Hi tory: Who m I?," vignette b) 
Morehead tate tudent and taf[ and the Ron Hayden Jazz Quartet of Loui ville. is 
slated for unday, Feb. 18. in Duncan Recital Hall . from 5 to .7 p.m. 
• . "Th Meeting," a com- r ation between tfalcolm and Dr lartin Luther ing, Jr .. , m 
be performed by 7 A Production of Green boro, N.C., on unda • Feb. 25. in # 
. : · Duncan Recital Hall. from 5 to 7 p m 
All events are ponsored by 1 U' offices of the Pre idellt and Multicultural Student ervices 
and the frican/ frican American Protes. ional Coalitton dditional information on the 
month-long celebration i a,ailable b) calling Dr. Francene Botts-Butler. director of 
multi-cultural ·tudent ervice . at ( 606) 783-266 or Tim Young. director of di tance learning. 
at (606) 7 1-2082 
Back to In the ews 
Back to Campus Connection 
2/ 11 /01 1:40 PM 
Saturday Lab Hours 
I of! 
Subject: Saturday Lab Hours 
Date: Fri. 09 Feb 200 l 11 :02 17 -0500 
From: Beth Patrick <b patrick(dmorehead-st edu 
To: Teresa Johnson tsjohn0 l@'morchcad-st edu..,, 
CC: porter dailey p.dailey@morehead-st edu >. m mincey@morehead-st edu. 
gary ...:g.vanmeter@morehead-st.edu> 
Teresa , 
FYI ... We have secured the necessary student workers 
to accommodate opening the student computer ::.ab 
located in the basement of the library on Saturdays 
starting February 17th . 
Beth 
Beth G. Pac.rid: 
Asst . Vice President for Information Technology 
Morehead Sta::.e University 
(606) 783-2447 phone (606) 783-5078 fax 
2/9/01 4:07 PM 
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From: "B rtram. ick" < ick.Bertram@eku.edu I Block address I Add to Address Book 
To: "Kara Clark.(E-mail)" --- clarkka@nku.edu>. "Ca sie F. f\fartin (E-mail)" marticfg"ku.edu>. 
"Tere·a John on (E-mail)" <t eaot694@yahoo.com , "Jimmy Glenn (E-mail)" 
<jhglenO(a'pop uk:-,·.edu> 
CC: "Chri Pace (E-mail)" chri.pace l@aol com 
Subject: F\\' Drug War Cut College id. tudent Fight Back ationv..ide 
Date: Thu. 8 Feb 2001 20:38.37 -0500 
What do you all think of this? Did you receive one. What have you heard? 
nb 
-----Original Message-----
From: Steve Silverman [mailto:silverman@drcnet.org] 
Sent: Thursday, February 08, 2001 2:04 PM 
To: nick.bertram@ACS.EKU.EDU 
Subject: Drug War Cuts College Aid, Students Fight Back Nationwide 
Dear Nick. 
Hi_ my name i::, 'teven ilverman and 1 '"ork with the Coalition for Higher Education Act (HE. ) 
Reform. I am contacting you in your capacitv as Vice President of the tudent Government ssociation 
of Ea tern Kentucky Univer it1 in order to inform you of the lalest threat to higher education acce 
1 ·ew language added to the Higher Education Act (HEA) of I q9g include a provision that ha cut off 
federal financial aid to over 8, IOO tudents who revealed a dnrg conviction on their Federal Application 
for Financial 5tudent id ( F F. ). 
Though we do not condone drug u. e. \\ e do not belie-.. e that clo ing the door to higher education I an · 
,\ay to solve the problem of drng abu. e lnstead of helping young people. thi new !av, only marginalize 
tudent from middle and lov.er-income familic. who rely on this aid to go to school. Further. thi. 
provision ha no efrect on tho ·e. tudents \\ho c parents can afford to send them to chool without 
financial a i tance 
We oppo.e this bill for a variety of other rea on as ,\ell For e:ample, it ingle out nonviolent drug 
offenders, the lea t threatening of la,, breakers. , ... hile permi!ling \ iolent criminal full eligibility for 
tudent aid Al o, becau e of unre ·oh-ed problems in the criminal ju tice sy. tem. uch a racial profiling. 
African-American. make up 5-o o of all drug conviction e, en though s\frican-.\merican compri eon! · 
2/8/0 I 9:05 PM 
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13% of illegal drug u er ( ource The entencing Project) This pro\ i ion threaten to pread the 
inequalities or the criminal ju tice ·y tem into the realm of higher education. 
Finally, the provision ignore the major drug problem on campuse , alcohol abuse o one , eriou I} 
uggests that re\oking financial aid \\Ould be a en ·ible approach to underage drinking. 
o far. 40 tudent government and multi-campu organizations have adopted a resolution upporting ~ 
bill to re eal the HE dru ro ision. Other student governments upporting the re olution include tho e 
of ni\'er itv of\,\ i con sin at \fadi on. niversitv of 1ichigan. Yale. Penn vh ania tate ni\ er 1ty. a - - - ... 
\\ell as the Unit~d tales tudent A ociation and the A. . ociation of Big Ten chool 
The Coalition for HE Reform' • members include organizations such as the ACL . NAACP. ational 
Organization for Women. the American Public Health _ ociation and a \\ide array of ci, ii right . 
education. religious. and drug policy group 
I would like to send you more information about the campaign to repeal thi lIE drng provision To do 
that. you may e-mail me_ our nail-mail address and I "ill end ·ou an information packet immediately 
Plea feel rree to call or e-mail me anytime if you ha\,e an) que tion or comment about our effort l 
hope that ou, a ice President of the tudent Go\emment ·ociation of Ea tern Kentucky niver ity, 
v1 ill encourage your fellO\ student gm ernment member to pa a re olution calling for a repeal of thi 
counterproductive lav, . 
Thank you for your time and attention. and l hope to hear from you oon 
mcerely . 
.. teven ilvem1an 
DRCNet Campu Coordinator 
E-mail· Silverman@drcnet.org 
Web RaiseYour 01ce.com 
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\ 
The Association for the Improvement of Retention (A.LR.) Mission 
Statement: 
rd ~~.2,ause we perceive a dearth of action and accountability by those 
S~~n&':eii'MSU charged with the responsibility of meeting the needs of 
e campus community we aspire to promote awareness and encourage 
activism e ain· o issues facing students, faculty, and staff.) Vlith 
these aspirations-, ~e will focus our powers on the following agenda: 
- {fa/fl 
- . WI\ raf.('._1~s 
■ Lack of trust between the administration and students., (in loco 
parentis). 
■ Excessive bureaucratic hurdles and seemingly arbitrary 
administrative decisions. 
■ Retention of ~gh caliber students, faculty, and staff by 
improving the quality of campus life. 
This focus will once again make the MSU experience joyful, yet 
learned; where any member of the MSU community, past or present, can 
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~IFT 339 Cooperative Study II[ (0-0-3) lntcrnsh.ip. 
\lFT 439 Cooperative Study IY (0-0-3) 1n1~111ship. 
MFT 386 1'\C-C T Manufacturing Technology (2-2-3) Advanced tooling theory and numerical 
controlk:d and computer numerical controJkd maclu.ne proct::;scs. .'\pplication and sdel.tion of 
carbide tooling emphasized in production applications. 
~ISU 101 Dh-,conring l'niwNit~ Life (l-0-1) This course in dt:signed to suppo11 mm, students in 
making the academic, personal, and social adjustments needed for a successful Uniwrsity 
experience. 
PU\ S 202 Elementary Physics H (3-0-3) Ekd1icily and magnetism, light and oplics, atomic :ind 
nuclear physics. 
PH\ S 202,\ Elementary Physics II Labornlor") (0-2-1) L1borato1y for PHYS 202. 
PSY 15-' [ntroduction to Psychology (3-0-3) Coun-c concerning application of psychological 
➔ theories ~ind principles in area <Ki>ersonaLity. abnomrnl psychology. clinical psychology, 
psychodiagnositcs. developmental psychology, psychotherapy and counseling~ includes some 
undt'Ntanding of metho<ls used in personality and clinjcaJ research. 
ROB 170 Fundamentals of Robotics (3-0-3) An introduction to the operations and applications of 
robotics. Android and indusrti.a) robots: emphasis on the history, development. sociological 
implications. and futw·c tren<.ls. A surve) class appropriate for any college major. 
ROB 270 Robotics Systems Engineering (2-2-3) Systems engineering for variable seqt1ence. 
playback, numerical contro~ and intelligent industtial robots. Economic ju~tification. application. 
safety, maintenan1.:e, and programming. Laboratory acth,ilies will include prohkm-solv:ing 
assignments \.\1th robots. 
SC'J 103 Introduction to Physical Science (3-0-3) An interdi')ciplinar_v approach to the stud~ of the 
physical sciences. Incorporate, measurement, energy, states or matter. and the nature and process 
of science a::. they relate to the disciplines of physics. ch~mish:·, ash·onomy, and the earth sciences 
SPCH 108 F undamentals of Speech Communication (3-0-3) Practice and study of speech 
communkation fundamentals, jncluding? [ntcrpt-:rsonal skills; critical listening: small group 
problem-solving: inf onnation-gathering; preparation and delivery of a variety of informal 
presen lations. 
SPCH 390 Con11ict and Cummunkation (3-0-3) Th\!ory anJ practice cuncerning the treatment of 
interpersonal conflict. Conflict vvill be defined and examined from practical and philosophical 
perspectives. S111dcnts will study and demonstrate spccific slrategics for addressing conJljcts 
typical to eveiycla-y Life at home. at ""ork, and in lhe communities. 
Wll:L 386 \YeJding I (2-2-3) Prcs!>ure. non-presslu-c, and brazing processes for material fabrication. 
Arc. o:i..y1acetylcne, inert gas, and special wiJding teclmiques. Coupon analysis required for 
destm.;:tive and nondestrnctive testing. e 
EXPENDITURES (Actual) 
Recommended Budget 
2000-01 1999-00 1998-99 1997-98 1996-97 1995-96 1994-95 
Information Tech. $1,276,727 $1,134,917 $1,004,848 $962,750 $231,661 $222,880 $249,604 
Telecommunications $559,058 $548,415 $497,894 $423,304 $144,243 $231,707 $204,291 . 
Retention $325,747 $320,991 $336,006 $223,493 $45,186 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
REVENUES (Actual) 
1998-99 1997-98 1996-97 1995-96 1994-95 
Food Services $645,630 $610,225 $483,790 $474,162 $482,361 
University Store $3,061,807 $2,894,787 $2,752,084 $2,540,911 $2,820,760 
EXPENDITURES (Actual) 
Food Services $343,636 $340,888 $224,421 $237,472 $237,675 
University Store $2,576,638 $2,857,408 $2,512,496 $2,422,580 $2,584,792 
ANNUAL PROFIT 
Food Services $301,994 $269,337 $259,369 $236,690 $244,686 
University Store $485,169 $37,379 $239,588 $118,331 $235,968 
DESCRIPTION OF SUCESSFULL r C01lf PLETED COURSES: 
C'fS 101 Computers for Learning (3-0-3) Students v~ill explore the: practtc:il .ispc:cts of the i.. um~nt 
computing emi.ronment teaming generalized. software skills including word processing.. , c:-
spreadsheets, data management. basic telecommunicationS<and presentation sJ.jlls Emphasis will 
be on learning strategics that \\iill empower students to adapt to a 'i\iide variety of applications 1 
software and l:Omputer lu1olvledgc: that ,vill prepare them lo p:irticipalt: in an<l contiibult; to a 
technology-01ie11tcd society. 
CJ\.IEM 210 \'fodia Literacy (3-0-3) Dus ~ourst: is cksignl.!d to explort: .i5sucs of media influence 
on everyday life and acquaint the general student \,ith the way in which media shape aspects of 
mockm <;oc l\;t) 
CO~ 303 Material Properties and Testing (2-2-3) An organizt:d investigation of engineering 
mak'rial<;, including thcir classification, properties. and means of testing to deternune their 
properties. The application of material':> to manufactured and conslrnctcd products and the ~tfoch of 
manufacturing processes and in-service stress on materials will be considered. 
ECON 101 Survey ofl~conomics (3-0-3) Introcluction to the strndure :ind policies of the American 
mixed economic system including an explanation of how a price-matket systc:m allocates resourct:s 
and distributes goods, \.\1th an inrroducto0 compatison to otht:r economic structures. 
EET 141 Direct Current Circuil'i (2-2-3) An introduction to fundamentals of electricity and 
electronics, including electronics principles. components. quantities. measurementyand design and 
analysis of DC circuits. 
ENC 100 Writing T (3-0-3) Tius course is designed to help students unclerst:md an~ lcvelop their 
writing. reading, and thinking abiJjties through the production and rhetotical examjnation of 
pt:rsonal and academi~ texts. 
EN<; 200 \\ riling lJ (3-0-3) Build" on skillr,.; learned in E1'G JOO by leading students to analyze 
and write c.-ritically about reading<; that are related to the Area Study section with which this course 
has been pam:d. 
G-CT 103 Fundamentals of Technical Graphics (1-4-3) ..\ study of the: principles and techniques 
of communication ideas by means of grJpltic representation. 
GCT 215 Computer. \idtd Drafting (l--&-3) "111c s1ud~ and appfa;ation of producing 2 ,md 3 
dimensional <lra"wi.ngs o.n different CAD systems. Costs, software applications, advantages and 
disaclvantagcr,.; of a CAD ~)·stem art: also discw;sed. 
GEOS 106 Introduction to Gi!olog) (3-0-3),Qeneral introduction to the materials, structures. and 
physical processes of earth. Emphasis on socio-economic implications of geologic hazards, earth 
resource management and waste disposal 7' treatment. 
---HIS 202 .\.merican Studies (3-0-3) Fntry level course using historj].cal :ind literary texts and 





1998-99 1997-98 1996-97 1995-96 1994-95 
Opening Budget $5,336,500 $5,179,600 $5,095)00 $5,347,100 $5,644,000 
Actual $5,559,354 $4,883,464 $5,181,798 $5,05'1,849 $5,·145,595 
HOUSING EXPENDITURES 
Opening Budget $3,929,237 $3,070,544 : $3,211,420 $3,332,932 $3,630,288 
Actual $4,029,710 $4,543,201 · $3,914,374 $3,621,628 $3,406,054 
Transfers (Actual) $1,398,682 $2,146,949 $2,192,161 $2,319,664 $2,318,758 
TOTAL ACTUAL 
HOUSING I 
EXPENDITURES $5,428,392 $6,690,150 . $6,106,535 $5,941,292 $5,724,812 
Water problems 
I of! 
ubject: Water problem 
Date: Wed. 07 Feb 2001 14 56 14 -0500 
From: joe planck ....-j .planck@morehead- t.edu> 
To: "t john0 I g;morehead- t edu" t John0 l @morehead- ·t edu , 
Teresa : 
Our Water Plant s aff sampled and tested wa <?r throughout l~unn Hall 
yesterday . None of the ~est indicated any prob: ms with he water . Our 
staff did no find any iscolorat101. , but indica ed on the higher floors 
that the wate~ had a different aste . As I indicated befor~ we will 
continue to mor:.itor daily , but i someone can save some o" he wa er: 
with problems and bring i o me , we will tes . 
As before , 1f ~e need to mee~ to discuss , jus- g~·e me a call ..... will 
in Frank fort ~ornorr:ow . 
Joe 
Joe Planck j.planck@morehead- t .edu 
Ph~s1cal Plnnt Dm:ctor 
~ \lo,chc,<l Staie 11,,;,•c, ·•~ 
~;l~ ~~ 
() ~l~ 
2/7/01 3:46 PM 
Re: Water Problems 
I ofl 
ubject: Re: 'Water Problem 
Date: Tue, 06 Feb 200 I 09· 55:03 -0500 
From: joe planck j planck@morehcad- t edu 
To: Tere a John on .... tsjohn01 1Ymorehead- t edu -► 
maggard@morehead- t edu, Kenny \\ hite ,__ k white@morehead- t edu> 
Teresa: 
Thanks for c:his i~format1on. I am forwaLdinq o our Water Plant and will have 
c:hem take sar.lples c1nd check water in Nunn 3.nd some other Residence Halls . 
For your information , We ta}:e samples in at least four places on campus daily to 
check wa er quality . During the past few rronths , there have been no water 
quali y problems. 
Since:. c.he fire at the Caudill Tire Outlet (east of town on US 60) , we have not 
been permitted to draw water from Tripl ett Creek to use , thus we have had to take 
water from Eagle Lake. Although tha~ water _ooks cleaner , i is more difficult 
to reat (purify! and some imes does ha1e some discoloration and slight odor , but 
I can assure you that it 1s safe to drink . 
The .. :ater can also be discolored if it is off for repairs . When this happens , we 
~ake samples and test to assure that it is safe for drinking . Again , thanl:s for 
the information and we will ry o find the problems and resolve. 
If you still wan to meet with you and others , just let me know when and where. 
Thanks , Joe 
Teresa Johnson ~rote : 
> Joe, 
> I have gotten the complaints from just about every residence hall. The water 
> is yellowish tint in color . It is nasty. The ninth floor of Nunn hall has 
> pressure problems. And when drinks are made with wa ter, like Kool-aid , there 
> is a gross film on the bottom of the container . I hope that this helps some. 
> Teresa 
Joe Planck <j .planck@morehead- t.edu> 
Physical Plant f ircclor 
lorchcad 'late l 1ni,·cnl_\ 
2/6/01 11 :33 AM 
Ke: computer 1a0 nours ... 
I of I 
Subject: Re: computer lab hours ... 
Date: Tue, 06 Feb 2001 14·59:41 -0500 
From: Beth Patrick <b patrick a'morehead-st.edu> 
To: Tere<,a Johnson tsjohnO I@morehead-st.edu> 
Teresa , 
I ' ve asked the lab staff to try to identify and hire a stud~n~ who 
is willing to work the lab on Saturdays . W~ile our usage stats 
show t.ht-a number of students who use the lab on Saturday could 
be served 1n the Cartmell lab facility , tre workstudy savings that 
closing the l,b will generate 1s not worth ~h~ upset the new hours 
are apparently creating . I ' ll let you knoh when we have sorneon~ 
arranqed ~or Saturdays so you can announce ►he re-opening 
on Saturdays to the SGA . 
I've asked the lab staff to post the plans for extended hours 
cturinq the week before and week of midterms and finals . We 
will also try to announce the 0xtended hours 1n a voice broadcast 
message ~o students as midterms near . Thanks for your 1npur on 
this 1ssue 1 
Beth 
Teresa Johnson wrote : 
> Beth, 
> I think that we need to have open hours on Saturday. That should just be a 
> courtesy to the students . They need to know that if they need to, there is a lab 
> open. Has there been any advertisment about the lab being open until midnight the 
> week before mid-terms, mid-term week, the week before finals, and finals week? I 
> want to make sure the students are aware that t he lab will have late r hours on 
> those weeks. If I hear of any o ther concerns I will let y ou know as well . Thanks 
> for the help. 
> 
> Teresa 
Beth G. Patric~: 
Asst . Vice President for Inforrn1tion Tec~nology 
Morehead State University 
(606 783-2447 phor.e 1 606) 781-5078 fax 
2/6/01 S:06 PM 
Re: computer lab hours ... 
I of2 
Subject: Re: computer lab hours ... 
Date: Mon, 05 Feb 200 1 17 36: IO -0500 
From: Beth Patrick < b patrick a morehead-st edu> 
To: Teresa Johnson tsjohnOl@morehead-st edu-.. 
Teresa , 
We must of got-en wires crossed about. the Sat-:.i.:.:days because the 
Saturday hours have always been part of cur ir.tented hours to 
cut but as I committed to you at the beqinning . . . if the n~w hours 
create- <1 proble:n and students cannot get thf:'1.r needs met in the 
Cartmell facility on Saturdays or late at night , we will hire additional 
student workers and adjust hours as necessary . We just want to 
work toqether and make sure we are using resources as eff iciently 
as po1,,sible . 
Regardinq clnsing the lab . . .. I ' d sure like to have a name if possible of 
who said the lab was being shut down because that is NOT TRUE and 
has not even been d1.scussed as a possibi~ity . You have my assurance that 
this is not qo1.ng to happen and I hope you u:so Jrnow me well .-nough 
that any chc1ng1:. of t?":at nat·ure would be discussed with you and SGA) 
bei:o.rehand . 
I will have someone check out the report that some of the Cartme~l 
machines are not working and get those repair,d 1sap. 
'1-:e have new rrac'!11.nes on order ::o replace those that were temporarily 
bor.rowed from c:11e library lab to place in th<" Math lab at :.:he beginn1.ng 
of the sernestc·r . The library lab should be b-,ck to its capacity number 
of machines within the next few wreks -- we ' re shooting for prior to 
mid-t~r:n . 
I hope this helps and as I promised from L~e start . . .. the changr in hours 
was made because the data wet.ad indicated 1': 'Ust made qood 
business sense because those hours were not being utilized very much . 
If the sign-ins are not giving an accurate p~cture or 1f student nerds are 
changing and we need to rethink the lab hours - that is something we 
can discuss and I will try to accc~.m~da~e . 
Beth 
TerePa Johnson wrote : 
>>Beth, 
> 
> Some of the concerns are that the computer lab has been closed on 
> Saturdays. that wasn ' t part of the agreement to my understanding. It was 
> also expressed to SGA members specifically, by a member of your staff, that 
> your office was probably going to close that lab next fall and use the 
> computers else where . Also of concern is that the computers in the Cartmell 
> lab are not working. Some are, but some are not . An issue that was also 
> addressed was the fact that many times people do not sign in when they enter 
> the lab. I know that this can be true because I checked it out myself. I 
> just need to have this all clarified for me and the students. 
> Thanks, 
> Teresa 
Beth G . Patrick 
Asst . Vice Pres1.de..nt for Inforl"'atio!1 Techno:oqy 
2/5/01 9:38 PM 







Connie Kibbey ~unselor 
Upward Bound 
January 18, 2001 
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The Upward Bound Program is in the process of planning our summer component. We 
hire college students to serve as Tutor-Counselors to our program participants (high 
school students). During the six-week summer phase, the Tutor-Counselors live in the 
residence halls with our students and help to supervise activities. The application phase 
for these jobs will be open until February 16 2001. Enclosed you will find an 
information sheet with a more complete description of our program and the Tutor-
Counselor job responsibilities. We would appreciate it if you would share this 
information with your organization's members at your earliest convenience. Anyone 
who is interested in applying for these jobs or would like more information should come 
to the Upward Bound Office 205 Allie Young Hall, to request an application. We can be 
reached by phone at 783-2611 . 




www.moreheodstote.edu MSU is on affirmative ocllon equal opportunity educational institution. 
TUTOR COUNSELORS 
PROGRAM 08/ECTIVES 
Upward Bound is a federally funded educational opportunity program designed to 
assist identified high school students with academic potential to complete secondary school 
and to enroll in a program of higher education. During the school year, Upward Bound 
Counselors visit the students at their high schools once a month. The students come to the 
campus at Morehead State University one Saturday a month for academic and social activities. 
Enrichment Sessions are offered in each target county one Saturday per month to provide 
academic instruction and support as well as tutoring services. 
The Summer Program is a six-week residential component designed to simulate the 
college experience. During this component, the students live on campus in residence halls. 
They take classes to improve their skills in science, math, and language arts; they also enroll 
in a variety of elective classes (art, drama, physical education, music, etc.). Social and cultural 
events, as well as group living, round out the total summer experience. 
If you are hired as a Tutor Counselor, you will be required to aid in reaching the 
objectives of this program. They are: 
1. To instill in Upward Bound students a positive attitude toward learning and 
postsecondary education. 
2. To increase students' ability to relate to their peer group by development of 
a sense of personal worth. 
3. To expose the students to new academic, social, and cultural learning 
experiences. 
4. To provide remedial help to individual students when necessary. 
5. To help the students increase their understanding of and ability to cope 
with their environment. 
JOB DESCRIPTION: TUTOR COUNSELOR 
1. Establish rapport with each student assigned to you (approximately 8 - 10 students 
will be assigned to you). 
2. Participate in all evening activities, except on your night off. 
3. Supervise students on trips. 
4. Identify students' problem areas and refer them to a counselor. 
5. Enforce residence hall and program rules consistently. 
6. Know where your students are at all times, and be accessible to them, except on 
your night off. 
7. Attend all Tutor Counselor general meetings with the Tutor Counselor Supervisor. 
8. Report any serious infraction regarding drugs, alcohol, or sexual conduct so a 
counselor may begin working with the student(s) involved. 
9. Wake your students in the morning for classes. 
10. Conduct a bed check each night and enforce the "lights out" rule. 
11. Work with several UB instructors as tutors for their students. 
RESTRICTIONS 
As with any job, certain restrictions apply. They are: 
1. You may not date Upward Bound students or other program staff. 
2. You may not leave campus without arranging for adequate coverage of your 
students. 
3. You may not bring friends or dates to Upward Bound activities. 
UPWARD BOUND TUTOR COUNSELORS 
The Morehead State University Upward Bound Programs are seeking applications from 
energetic, enthusiastic, and responsible college students for employment as Tutor Counselors 
during the summer residential component. Upward Bound is a federally funded educational 
opportunity program designed to assist identified high school students with academic potential 
to complete secondary school and to enroll in a program of higher education. 
RESPONSIBILITIES 
The Tutor Counselor (TC) is responsible for supervIsIon of Upward Bound students 
(approximately 8-10 per TO during a six-week summer component Oune 10-July 19, 2001). 
TC's will begin work on June 6, 2001 with orientation activities and planning. Tutor 
Counselors will live in the residence halls, assist instructors in classes, and participate in a 
variety of activities with the students, including recreational and study group supervision. TC's 
will have a mandatory orientation/staff training on Saturday, May 19, 2001. 
QUALi FiCA TIONS 
Applicants should be college students (at least sophomore status) with a grade point average 
of 2.5 or above on a 4.0 scale. Some experience working with adolescents is preferred but 
not required. Preference will be given to upperclassmen. 
APPL/CATIONS 
Applications can be obtained from the Upward Bound office in the Academic Services Center, 
205 Allie Young Hall or contact: 
Connie Kibbey, Counseling Coordinator 
Upward Bound I, MSU 
UPO 783 
Morehead, KY 40351 
(606)-783-5198 
DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF APPLICATIONS: February 16, 2001 
ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS: ALL applicants must attend one of the Tutor Counselor 
Information sessions: 
February 19, 2001 
February 20, 2001 
4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
Fields Hall Seminar Room 
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. 
Fields Hall Seminar Room 
* Interviews will be scheduled at these sessions. 
* A copy of your transcript must. accompany the application. 
.. 
To: All Student Organization 
From: Student Activities Council 
We would like to take this opportunity to inform your organization about the up'coming 
Kids Kraze event, th~t we would like your organization's participation in. Kids Kraze 
will be held Saturday, January 27, 2001 in the AAC. The times your organization will be 
required to be there are before the Women's basketball game, 4:45pm- 5:30pm and at the 
end of the Women's basketball game, approximately 7:00; to 7:30. If your organization 
decides to participate, you will be responsible for having a game or activity at your table. 
We are asking those organizations wanting to participate to RSVP with the SAC Office 
by Wednesday, January 24, 2001. 
Thank you for your time and participation. If you have any questions please feel free to 
contact the SAC office at 3-2268. 
If your organization is willing to participate in Kids Kraze, please fill out the bottom of 
this letter and return it to the SAC Office by January 24. 
Thanks again!!! 
Organization Name: ------------











Janu~ry 17, 2001 
Candidate Interviews - Assistant Vice President for 
Planning and Budgets 
. 
The search committee for the Assistant Vice President for Planning and Budgets 
has invited two candidates to campus for interviews next week. Enclosed with this 
memorandum is a copy"of the visit schedules with the events pertinent to you 
highlighted. Also enclosed are copies of each candidates resume and feedback 
sheets for each. It would be very beneficial if you would complete the feedback 
.- =,~ sheets and return them to Marc Glasser (201 GH), search committee chair, by 
' \ 
'~--· Thursday, January 25, 2001. The quick response is necessary for the feedback to 
be considered by the search committee and the supervising vice president. 
If you have any questions, please contact Marc Glasser or myself. Thanks for your 
participation in this important matter. 
td 
Enclosures 
c: Dr. Glasser 
DATE 
Jan. 21 
Jan . 22 
CAN DIDATT' TNTERVIEW 
ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDEN l .. OR PLAN NING & BUDGETS 
BARBARA TURNER 
TIME EVENT/ACTIVITY LOCATION PARTICIPANTS 
Arrival Ramada Inn 
2:00 - 3:30 p.m. Tour of Morehead Area & Campus Madonna Weathers 
4:00 - 5:15 p.m. Meeting with Search Committee Riggle Room Search Committee 
6:00 p.m. D inner China Star Marc G lasser 
Madonna W ath r 
Mike Walters 
7:45 a.m. Breakfast Meeting Ramada Inn Porter Dailey 
9:00 - 9:45 a.m. Meeting with President Eaglin 201 H .M. Dr. Eaglin 
10:00 - 10:45 a.m. Meeting with Administrati n & Fi al President's Mike Walters 
Servic Directors Conferenc Beth Patrick 





11:00 - 11:45 a.m. Meeting with ffi e of Pl anning & H .M. 111 Teresa Johnson 
Budgets Kathy Cox 
Joyce Meredith 




1 :45 - 2:30 p.m. Meeting with D irector, In ti tutional R iggle Room J anne Osborne 
Research 
2:45 - :30 p.m. Meeting with Univer icy Plann ing Riggle Room Dan Connell 
Committee Co-Chairs Rodney Stanley 
3:45 - 4:30 p.m. Meeting with Faculty enate & , tafG R iggle Room arol Nutter 
Congress Chair & SGA President Madonna Weather 
Teresa Johnson 
6:00 p.m. Dinner with V.P. for Admini Cration & TBD Porter Dailey 
Fiscal Services 
D p arrure --
COORDINATION 










CANDIDA TF l 1\.TTERVIEW 
A !STANT VICE PRESIDENT 1R PLANNING & BUDGETS 
MAX KERLIN 
DATE TIME EVENT/ ACTIVITY LOCATION PARTICIPANTS COORDINATION 
Tan. 23 Arrival Ramada Inn Ramada Inn - P22102-1 
Jan. 24 7:30 a.m . Breakfast Meeting Ramada Inn Porter Dailey 
8:45 - 10:00 a.m. Meeting with S arch Committee Pre ident s Search Committ e Carol John on 
C nferen e 
Roo1n 
10:00 - 10:45 a.m. Meeting with Administration & Fi cal Pre ident's Mike Walters Carol John on 
Services Directors Conference Beth Patrick Vanessa Crump 
Room Roger Barker 
Joe Hunsucker 
Teresa Johnson 
J e Plan k 
Garry Barker 
11 :00 - 11:45 a.m. Meeting with President Eaglin 201 H.M. Dr. Eaglin Carol T ohnson 
12:00 - 1 :30 p.m. Luncheon Heritage Dr. Eaglin ARAMARK 
Room V.P. 
B ard M mbers 
Deans 
1:30 - 2: 15 p.m. Meeting with Univer ity Planning Riggle Room D an Conn 11 ADUC 
Committee Co-Chairs Rodney Stanley 
2:30 - 3:15 p.m. Meeting with Faculty enate & Sraff Riggle Room Carol Nutter ADUC 
Congre Chairs & SGA President Madonna Weathers 
Teresa T ohnson 
3:30 - 4:15 p.m. M eting with ffice of Planning & 111 H.M. T resaJohnson Tere a Johnson 
Budgets Kathy Cox 
T oyce Meredith 
4:30 - 5:15 p.m. Meeting with Dire t r, In titutional 111 I.M. J anne O borne 
Resear h 
6:30 p.m. Dinn r Ramada Inn TBD 
Jan. 25 8:00 - 9:30 a.m. Tour of Morehead Area & Campus Al Baldwin 
9:45 - 11 :00 a.m. M eting with V.P . for Administration 202 H.M. Porter Dailey 
& Fiscal Services 
Departure 
Feedback on Candidate for Assistant Vice President for l'lanning and Budgets 
Name of Candidate: TURNER 
Based on your experience with your interview with the candidate, please answer the 
f~llowing questions to the best of your ability. 
1. What is your judgment about Turner's potential to be successful as Chief Budget 
Officer? 
How would you rate Turner's potential to be successful as Chief Budget Officer on a 
scale, 10 being superior and I being poor? 
2. What is your impression about Turner's potential to.be successful as Chief 
Planning Officer? 
How would you rate Turner's potential to be successful as Chief Planning Officer on a 
scale, 10 being superior and I being poor? 
3. What abilities did you observe in Turner that you feel will be useful in their 
success in this position? 
4. What weaknesses did you observe in Turner during your interview? 
5. What strengths did you observe in Turner during your interview? 
6. What is your overall rating of Turner on a scale, 10 being superior and I being 
poor? 
Comments on back are welcome. Please return to Marc Glasser, GH 201 
,. 
HUMAN RESOURCES 
December 19, 2000 
Ms. Barbara N. Turner 
919 Sunnyside Drive 
Clarksville, IN 47129 




101 HOWELL-MCDOWELL AD. BLDG. 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351-1689 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2097 
FAX: 606-783-5028 
This letter is to acknowledge receipt of your response to our advertisement for the position of 
Assistant Vice President for Planning ancl Budgets #555 in the Office of Planning and Budgets. 
Review of applications will not begin until the closing date indicated in the advertisement. 
Therefore, we request your patience during the search process. Ypu will be advised of the results 
of the search and the status of your candidacy at a later date. 
Meanwhile, please complete the enclosed Morehead State University Application fot Employment 
and the Voluntary Self-DisclosureStatement. Return these two forms.in the enclosed self-addressed, 
stamped envelope at your earliest 9pportunity. 
Again, thank you for your application and for your interest in employment at Morehead State 
University. ' 
.s4~~,L_ 







MSU is an aff~molive ocfion. MJA equal opportunlly employer. lhe UnlveMY hos a mong commitment to Iha principles of 
~. and in that spiJil. seeks a btoo::I spectrum of canddotes incWng women. minorities. and islct.lidJo/5 with di;obilities. 
... 
December 17, 2000 
Office of Human Resources 
Attn: Asst. VP P/B #555 
M.orehead·State Univ~rsity 
HM 101 ·· 
Morehead, KY 4035·1 
Dear Sir or Madam: 
Barbara N. Tum,er 
919 Sunnyside Drive 
aarksville, Indiana 47129 
812-989~6850 
i hav~ had a .successful career as ·a financial co~ant ~d Chief Financial Officer in the 
. h~th care ~dustry. I am- in the process of retutiling ·to the Loui~ile area and ·am 
·considering other career. Qptions, particularly those that would allow me more of an . 
opportunity t~ use my skills a,nd experience in an area of importance to me. 
. ' ;: .. . 
I am .interested in the ~sis~ Vice Presid1:11t for Planni~g· and Budgets at Mor~head 
State University. I hold 2!-11 MBA from Vanderbilt UJriversity ~d Jam a CPA While my 
-experience has been in the health care industry'I believe that I have all the requisite ·skills 
for the·position: For 15 years I was a consultant in strategic and financial pl~g for . -· 
various types of entiti~s. ii)cluding academic medical.ceniers. As a Chief Financial ,, __ 
Officer I bad· responsibility for all facets·of accounting and financial operations, .... .,J,,·~· · 
-including budg~tii:tg across_ numerous·medical specialties. In addition, my experience as a· 
e9~ltant ·~owed m:e the oppoitupity to interact effectively with ~I levels and, · · 
ba:ckgrounds ofpeq,le and to'. deyelop strong commW\i,03tion ·skills. . 
. . 
.I have atta~hed my reswtie for your review. I-would very much like to discuss this 
Qpportunity in greaier detail. You can teach.me at any tin:ie at.312-989-6850. 
.. . . . ~ . .. 
Tbm.1k you fo_r your ct>nsideration. 
Very truly your~. 
-~-'1)~ 
Barbara N. Turner 
-.:·•··r--
.. f_-...:..::1 
BARBARA N. TURNER, CPA 
919 Sunnyside Drive 
Clarksville, Indiana 47129 
(812) 989-6850 ' 
TumerBN@aol.com 
SUMMARY OF EXPERIENCE 
. Htghly experienced manager and consuitant specializing in finance .artd ac~unting with 
strong analytical and· interpersonal skills.·· Expertise. in firuulcial operations, feasibility 
studies, valuations, mergers and acquisitions, joint ventures, financial planning, 
budgeting, · and strategic planning. J?emonstrated ability to recognize implications, 
develop strategies, and manage the changing priorities of a dynamic environment. Deal 
effectively with all leyels ofmariagement. · 
.. CURRENT PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE . 
San Jose Medical Management, Int. 
Chief Financial Officer 
1997to 2000 
SanJose 
Serve as .chief Financial Officer for• San Jose. Medical Group and San Jose• Medical 
Management (and its Predecessor UniMed Management Services - San Jose). San Jose 
Medical Group is a 120-physician multi,specialty medical group with a network of niore 
than 2()0 contracted physicians. and 125,000 managed care lives,· ·Total annual revenues of .· 
$95 million .. Managerial responsibility for staff of.75. 
• Responsible. for all accounting and finance functions including controiler, payroll, 
· taxes, and risk management, .in addition to: business office; claims processing, and 
purchasing. . . · . . . · · 
• Pto~de fimihciltl services for 15,000 member Independent Practice Associatio~. . 
• Assisted group iri developing turnaround plan and capitalization plan that resulted 
· . in $1-0 million imprf>vement in net income . and successful spin"<>ff from practice 
management company .. ' ' . ' . '. . . ''' . ' ', . 
• Led. effort to secure and oper~timializ~ Line of Credit. Line ·or credit is secured 
. by Accounts Receivable .and inpatie!}t Ris~ Pool Receivables. . · 
· • D~eloped budgeting and· financiai reporting process. Instituted departmental 
reporting integratingme;dical group and management company. 
• Improved accuracy.31,ld tin!eiiness offinancial_:reporting. Improved accpunting,.in 
particular ofIBNR liability and hospital risk pool revenue. 
• . Coordinated fir~integrated audit with n~ significantadjustmertts. . ./. - .. 
• Significantly improved process and results . in claims processing and business 
· office. 
• · Participate in acqwsition and dlvestitµre ~ctivitie~ and .contract review. 
• . lmpn>ved processes and results in busmess office and claims processing. 
• 
BARBARA N. TURNER 
The Camden Group . 
Vice President of Finance and Administration 
Page2 
1992 to 1996 
Los Angeles 
Chief Financial Officer, treasurer and director responsible for all financial, human 
resources and administrative functions for The Camden Group, an $8.0 million 
consulting and billing company. In addition, directed all financial consulting projects.· 
• Implemented new internal accounting syst~ including billing and accounts . 
. receivable, accounts payable; payroll and general ledger. 
• Developed .new benefits packages, including employee bontis plan; profit sharing; 
and dental, flexible spending, and disability plans. 
• Conducted analyses of various· divisions of the organization that resulted in the 
elimination of unprofitable services. . 
· • Evaluated various capital structure issues regarding ownerilhip and potential 
acquisitions and. merger candidates. . . 
• 04-~ed the preparation of valuation analyses for numerous e11.tities. 
· · • Directed ·numerous merger and acquisition projects which included identifying 
· appropriate partners; assessing.· financial .benefits, · analyzing antitrust . issues, 
conducting. due diligence activities, suggesting legal, structures, and developing 
· business plans. 
• · Directed. numerous strategic arid business planning ·engagements. Deveioped . 
· historicai . data bases, analyzed financial performance, and developed · strategies 
. and operating goals: · · · · . 
• Facilitated and presented at Board of Directors and management meetings and 
pianning-retreats. · 
:E_rnst & Yoiing and _Amherst Associates .(acquired by Ernst & Young) 
Senior Manager and Director · 
1986 to 1992 
Los Angeles . . . 
Senior ex;ecutiv~ ~ponsible for all. fa~ of col)SUiting engag~enis including business . 
development, prpject planning and management, and staff development. Bottom lirie 
• • • I 
responsibility for engMements and business unit. . · · · · · · . 
Directed d_ebt . capacity and financial feasibility studies, merger and acquisiti<>n studies, 
firtiincial turnaround plans, strategic l)lans,joint ventures, and business·pJans. 
KPMG Peat Marwick 
Consultant, Senior Consultant, and Manager 
1981 to 1986 
Atlanta 
Progressed froni staff consultant to project manager involved . in debt capacity and 
financial feasibility studies, design and implementation of corporate and management 
· reorganizations, inventory control, accounts receivable . management, billing and 
collections systems, and policies and procedures. . . 
, BARBARA N. TURNER 
EDUCATION 
Mastt:r of Business Administration, Finance 
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee 
.Bachelor of Science, Accounting and Mathematics 
Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, Kentucky 
OTHER 
Certified Public Accountant (Georgia). Passed examination in.first attempt.· 
Nnerican Society of Ajlprai!,ers. Passed first two parts of certification exams. 
Pagel 
Served as member of the Board of Directors of P~cific Clinics, a Pasadena, California 
provider of mental health services. · 
Skilled in Excel, Word, Access, and Poweri>oint 
-, 
Feedback on Candidate for Assistant Vice President for Planning and Budgets 
Name of Candidate: KERLIN 
Based on your experience with your interview with the candidate, please answer the 
following questions to the best of your ability. 
1. What is your judgment about Kerlin's potential to be successful as Chief Budget 
Officer? 
How would you rate Kerlin's potential to be successful as Chief Budget Officer on a 
scale,.! 0 being superior and 1 being poor? , · , · · , · 
2. What is yciur impression about Kerlin' s potential to be successful as Chief 
Planning Officer? 
How would you rate Kerlin' s potential to be successful as Chief Planning Officer on a 
·scale, 10 being superior and 1 being poor? 
3. What abilities did you observe in Kerlin that you feel will be useful in their 
success in this position? 
4. What weaknesses did you observe in Kerlin during your interview? 
5. What strengths did you observe in Kerlin during your interview? 
6. What is your overall rating of Kerlin on a scale, 10 being superior and 1 being 
poor? 






HUMAN RESOURCES 101 HOWELL-MCDOWELL AD. BLDG. 
MOREHEAD; KENTUCKY 40351-1689 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2097 
December 13, 2000 
Mr. Max Kerlin 
3901 Indian School Rd.,#D401 
Albuquerque, NM 87110 
Dear Mr. Kerlin: 
FAX: 606-783-5028 
This letter is to acknowledge receipt of your response to our advertisement for the position of 
Assistant Vice President for Planning and Budgets #555 in the Office of Planning and Budgets. 
Review of applications will not begin witil the closing date indicated in the advertisement. 
Therefore, we request your patience during the search process. You will be advised of the results 
of the search and the status of your candidacy at a later date. 
Meanwhil~, please co~plete the enclosed Morehe~ State· University Application· for Employment 
· and the Volwitary Self-Disclosure Statement Return these two fonns in the enclosed self-addressed, 
stamp~d ~nvelope at your earliest oppo~unity. 








PAYS MSU iS on olfirrnafive oclicm. PDA. eCJ}OI opportunity emp1oye,. 1he Unlvenffy hos a strong commitment lo the p,inciples or diver..ily. end in that 51:lint, ieelcs o brood specltum m candidates incluong women. ·minorifies. ond indvidUOls wit!I disoblilies. 
Office of Human Resources 
Attn: Asst. VP P/B #555 
Morehead State University 
HM 101 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Dear Reviewing Official: 
3901 Indian School Rd, Apt D401 
Albuquerque, NM 87110 
December 4, 2000 
I would like to be considered for the position of Assistant Vice President for Planning and 
Budgets, as advertised recently in The Chronicle ofHigher Education . 
• 
The enclosed resume summarizes my qualifications. As you can see, I have twenty-four years of 
financial management experience at three well-known public institutions: Purdue, Miami of 
Ohio, and the University of New Mexico. Purdue and UNM are both research institutions, while 
Miami is highly regarded for the quality of its undergraduate programs. 
I have extensive experience in university budgeting. At Miami, I was responsible for preparation 
and administration of the university's overall budget, including the budgets of three campuses, a 
major athletics program, and several auxiliary enterprises. At UNM, I am the fiscal officer of a 
large and diverse academic division, which includes several colleges, a large continuing 
education program, the computing center, the university press, and several research centers. I am 
quite familiar with both the Ohio and New Mexico funding formulas, and I have considerable 
experience forecasting revenue and estimating major expenses, such .as fringe benefits and 
utilities. Moreover, I have ·been a key participant in budget reallocation and reduction processes. 
I also have a background in operational and strategic planning. At Miami, I ~upported an 
extensive budget modeling process, and as a member of the enrollment planning committee, I 
maintained the enrollment projection model. At UNM, I have been a member of the budget 
subcommittee of our planning council for many years, and more recently, I have been a member 
of the tuition subcommittee. I have also been heavily involved in two strategic planning 
exercises at UNM. As part of the 1995 planning process, I was the principal author of the 
environmental scan: In our current planning process, my role has been to chair one of the 
subject-matter committees, specifically, the financial affairs committee. 
Finally, I would like to emphasize my familiarity with academic issues. Arguably the most 
important contribution I make in my current job is to understand and communicate academic and 
financial inter-relationships. You will find me to be generally knowledgeable of curriculum, 
accreditation, assessment, retention, and the like. 
• 
December 4, 2000 
Page2 
I am confident that you will find me to be a mature, broadly experienced administrator with the 
skills and abilities needed to excel in the Assistant Vice President position. I urge you to contact 
my references, who will bear this out. Please contact me to set up an interview. 
Enclosures 
MAX KERLIN 
3901 Indian School Rd. 
Apt. D40l 
(505) 277-2611 (work) 
(505) 260-0589 (home) 
mkerlin@unm.edu Albuquerque, NM 87110 
I. EXPERIENCE 
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 
Director, Resource Management (9/99- Present) 
Budget Officer (l/97 - 8/99) (previous title) 
Special Assistant to the Provost for Fiscal Affairs (5/92 -12/96) (previous title) 
Fiscal officer to the provost of the university. Coordinate budget analysis, planning, 
preparation, and control in the academic division, which includes seven colleges and schools, 
general library, computing center, extended university, university press, and numerous other 
units. Prepare budget gwdelines and allocations, review and approve submitted budgets. 
Assist the provost in prioritizing major and minor capital requests and legislative special 
project requests. Advise the provost, deans, directors and their staffs on fmancial matters of 
all kinds. Manage the provost's accounts. Serve on several committees, including the budget 
subcommittee of planning council, the space allocation committee, and the human resources 
advisory committee. Supervise the faculty personnel office (since 11/99). This position is the 









Pl~yed key ~ole in ~rganizing the financial and administrative structure ofUNM's 
off campus 1nstructmnal programs. 
Assisted the provost in reducing the instruction and general budget by $2. 7 million 
because of enrollment declines. 
Developed procedures for recovering a portion of faculty vacancy savings . 
Led·in developing improved accom1ting reports for college and departmental use . 
Principal author of the environmental scan used in the 1995 strategic plan; 
subcommittee chairman for the 2000-01 planning process. 
Successfully led the team that coordinated Y2K efforts for the entire uniyersity . 
Miami University, Oxford, Ohio 
University Budget Officer (4/88 - 5/92) 
Prepared and administered $215 million operating budget for three campuses. Supported the 
budget planning process. Consulted with staff at all levels regarding budget issues. Projected 
and monitored actual income and expenditures. Prepared state budget report. Responsible for 
position control. Developed sponsored program budgets and negotiated contractual terms as 





Member of the team which successfully implemented a new financial management 
system. 
Completeiy restructured the detailed budget docwnents to reflect the new financial 
system and take advantage of computer capabilities. 
Designed an automated position control system still in use . 
Miami University {continued) 
Budget Analyst (6/85 - 4/88) 
Resume of Max Kerlin 
Page2 
Developed and monitored several components of the university's operating budget, including 
fringe benefits and utilities. Coordinated and analyzed budgets ofresidence halls, 
intercollegiate athletics, and student center. Prepared or reviewed sponsored program budgets. 
Purdue University, W. Lafayette, Indiana 
Manager of Federal Costing Studies (2/81- 6/85) 
Responsible for preparation of separate indirect cost studies for main and regional campuses. 
(Indirect cost recovery was approx $11 million per year.) Developed and implemented costing 
systems and coordinated various activities related to 0MB A-21. Supervised one accountant. 
Administrative Assistant to Vice President for Business Services (7/79-1/81) 
Held half-time position while working on master's degree. Served as staff assistant, conducted 
special studies, wrote reports. 
Academic Business Administrator (1/77 - 6/79) 
Served as business manager of the department of agricultural economics. Responsible for 
budget preparation and monitoring, payroll, purchasing, and contract/grant administration. 
II. COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS (Selected) 
Budget Subcommittee of University Planning Council (UNM) 
Space Allocation Committee (UNM) 
Electronic Management Information Systems Steering Committee (UNM) 
Human Resources Advisory Committee (UNM) 
Financial Records"System Management Group (UNM) 
Planning-to-Plan Committee (UNM) 
Y2K Coordinating Group (UNM, chair) 
Search committees for provost, director of budget, director of institutional research ( chair), 
· dean of continuing education, and director of physical plant (UNM) 
Financial Management System Implementation Team (Miami) 
Enrollment Planning Committee (Miami) 
Committee on International Education (Miami) 
Council for Manager Development (Purdue) 
III. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
NACUBO Strategic Planning and Budgeting Workshop 
CACUBO Management Institute (two years) 
CACUBO College Business Management Institute (two years) 
NACUBO Long- and Short-Form Indirect Cost Workshops 
IV. EDUCATION 
M.S. in Public Policy and Public Administration 
Phi Kappa Phi 
Purdue University (W. Lafayette), 1981 
B.S. in Business 
Indiana University (Bloomington), 1977 
Dr. Mary Sue Coleman 
President 
University oflowa 
Iowa City, Iowa 52242 
(319) 335-3549 
marysue-coleman@uiowa.edu 
Dr. F. Chris Garcia 
Professor of Political Science 
University ofNew Mexico 
Albuquerque, NM 87131 
(505) 277-5104 
cgarcia@unm.edu 
Ms. Cynthia Stuart 
Director, Admissions 
University ofNew Mexico 
Albuquerque, NM 87131 
(505) 277-8392 
cstuart@unm.edu 
Dr. Ralph Gutowski 
Assistant VP for Budgeting, 
Planning & Analysis 
Miami University 
Oxford, Ohio 45056 
(513) 529-3636 
gutowsrr@muohio.edu 
MAX KERLIN'S REFERENCES 
Dr. Coleman was formerly provost at UNM and 
my immediate supervisor. 
Dr. Garcia has twice been interim provost at UNM · 
and my immediate supervisor. 
I have worked closely with Ms. Stuart at UNM. 
Dr. Gutowski was my immediate supervisor at 
Miami. 
www.morehead-st.edu/units/it 
Free Anti-Virus Software Available to Students 
A growing number of damaging computer viruses have been 
detected on campus computer equipment over the past year. 
Students are advised to use a virus protection software 
application on their personal computers to protect their systems 
and data from damage caused by viruses. The Office of 
Information Technology offers the MacAfee Antivirus software for 
both the PC and MAC platform to all MSU students at no charge. 
The software is available on a checkout basis from the Camden 
Carroll Library, your Residence Hall Advisor, or from Student 
Telecommunications in 110 Ginger Hall. 
Did you know .... 
The following student services are currently 
1vailable through MSU's web site at 
www.morehead-st.edu ... 
► Course Catalog Inquiry 
► Degree Audit / Checksheet Print 
► Course Registration and Pre-registration 
► Tuition, fee, and holds payments 
► Midterm and Final Grade Reports 
► Financial Aid and Student Billing Services 
► Book purchases 
And coming soon to your MSU web site ... 
► Drop / Add Processing 
► Students long distance phone bills 
► Student elections 
► Faculty /Staff directory 
Questions about the MSU Web Site your how to use your Web PIN to access these 
services should be directed to Student Telecommunication Services in 110 Ginger 
Hall (3-9000). 
I 
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Bulletin Brief #5 
www.morehead-st.edu/units/it 
Telephone System Update 
The campus telephone switch was replaced over the holiday 
break enabling students to use their own phone instruments in 
the residence halls. The following are tips and updates on the 
various telephone features relating to phone service in the 
residence halls. Also provided are the key sequences necessary 
to use the phone features available on the new system: 
January 18, 2001 
► Software necessary to enable caller-id in the residence halls was not available from 
the vendor as expected during the switch installation process. This software should 
be available in June and will be installed prior to the start of the fall 2001 semester. 
We apologize for this delay in caller-id service! 
► Cordless phones are NOT recommended to ensure your call privacy. Also, many 
students have experienced difficultly activating features such as call-waiting from 
cordless phone models. 
► Because many phones (especially cordless) are having difficulty recognizing the 
distinctive ring feature that identifies off-campus calls with two short rings, this 
feature has been disabled. Students will hear the same single-tone ring regardle!:>~ 
of whether the call is from an on-campus or off-campus location. 
► Some students have experienced intermittent problems with off-campus calls 
dropping connections mid-call. Verizon and MSU technicians are currently working · 
to correct this problem. We appreciate your patience while this and other issues 
related to the new switch are resolved! 
Abbreviatell. Dialing Call Park Call Waiting ConfereJ!C 
To store: 
Hook Flash To Park: To Accept: Join total of seven 
#4 Hook flash Hook Flash parties (Add up to 4 
Store number (0-9) *9 Listen for Park# *4 external calls): 
Dial phone number 
Hang up To Retrieve: Answer second call, when Hook Flash 
Hook flash call hangs up press *4 to 1. Dial first party 
To Use: Dial Park# return to first caller 2. Press #1 
Hook Flash 3. Dial next part 
#4 4. Press #1 
St 
call Back Transfer 
To Place: To transfer a call to 
Redial the last outgoing Hook flash another on-campus To Place or Retrieve: 
external call: *7 extension: 
Hook Flash Hook Flash 
Hook Flash To Return: *l *4 






100 UNIVERSITY BL VD. 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351-1689 
TELEPHONE : 606-783-2081 
Attention Returning Students! FAX: 600-783-5008 
Did You Know that We Have Another Location? 
The University Bookstore is Online! 
Morehead State University students can enjoy the convenience of electronic shopping by 
visiting the University Bookstore at our online location : http ://bookstore.morehead-st.edu. 
Place your textbook order from the convenience of home and have them waiting for you to 
pick up in January when you return. A void the lines at checkout. J use bring your ID to verify 
who you are and pick up your order ready LO go . It's that simple! 
Our online store is open 24 hours a day , 7 day a week, offer ing the same textbooks, course 
materials , apparel and supplies found in our traditional score. 
Our online store has everything you need - and it's available at the click of a mouse. 
Here's what ou 11 find at our online store: 
• The right books. Unlike online-only bookseller , we always carry the correct edi1io11s of the texts specified 
for MSU courses , not outdated er ions . Students can be confident they have exactl y the right materials . 
• Competitive prices. Those huge discounts advertised by mo t online booksellers apply to only a few titles. 
Compare our prices and you ' ll discover that our prices are competitive and fa ir across the board. Plus, we 
can save students money with a wide variety of used books. 
• Anytime, anywhere ordering. Students can order from their home , from their residence hall or wherever 
they like , 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 
• Speedy shopping. Online ordering enables students to save time and avoid lines. They can pick up their 
orders at our score or have their books deli vered . 
• Easy returns. We can process textbook returns and exchanges quickly and easily if there 's a last-minute 
materials switch or a student drops or adds a class. 
• Other great stuff. We carry a full line of appar l. supplies, gifts and more. 
Our online store is another example of our deep commitment to the Morehead State University 
community . We're dedicated to providing the very best serv ice , pricing and convenience to 
administrators, faculty, staff and tudents. 
Shop us online at http:/ /bookstore.morehead-st.edu! 
EDUCATION 
PAYS 
WVIW .moreheadstate.edu MSU is an affirmative action e qual opportunity educational institution. 
• EAGLE 
ACKPOT 
THE POT BUILDS -
AN MSU FULL-TIMEJSTUDENT WILL HA VE HIS/HER NAME DRAWN 
AT EVERY EAGLE AND LADY EAGLE HOME BASKETBALL GAME. IF 
•
,· , .. THAT STUDENT IS PRESENT',WITHVALID STUDENT ID, HE/SHE . 
_ RECIEVES THE AMOUNT ACCUMULATED IN THE· JACKPOT. IF THAT 
STUDENT IS NOT PRESENT $50 IS ADDED TO THE POT. 
- ~~\ 
$50 • • • ~)-,_~, l 
I)~ $100. • • L 
$15~... ~~~ ~ 
, $1300 
• SUPPORT YOUR EAGLES 
01-24-01 
Dear Executive Officers and SGA, 
I'm writing this letter to properly inform you that I am 
relieving myself of the role as Freshman Representative. I want 
to express my gratitude for a rewarding and memorable semester. 
Thank you for letting me take part in such a high honor. 
There are a few explanations I would like to make concerning my 
d~parture. Not _until_ a _few weeks ago did_I re_~lize _ all_Q.f__ !;he_ 
responsibilities and demands of being part of SGA. I was 
pressured to choose between emergency circumstances and 
fulfilling the duties of my position of Freshman Representative. 
I apologize for letting those down who were counting on me. 
My goal this year was to make a 4.0 GPA. I have not achieved 
, that goal to the fullest of my personal expectations. I do not 
bestow the blame upon my SGA responsibilities under any means and 
would like to take this semester to concentrate on my studies as 
well and my grades. However, I would still like to be indirectly 
involved in SGA. I also promise to support in any activities to 
keep the Morehead State University campus running successfully. 
I wish the Student Government Association'continued success and I 
want to thank you all for allo~ing me to be a part of your team. 
Please feel free to contact me at anytime if I can be of any 





I' Student "' 
Q Government ~ 
~ A.ssoc:lation ,.'\J' 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY ■ UPO BOX 1331 ■ MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351-1689 ■ 606-783-2298 
To: All Student Organizations 
From: SGA Executive Officers 
SAC Executive Officers 
Date: January 11, 2000 
RE: Spring Events Calendar 
Enclosed you will find the spring events calendar. We invite you and your organizations 
to participate in all of these events. As you can see, we have a jam-packed semester full 
of exciting opportunities! Get involved! Invite a friend! Have a blast! 
Don't forget, if your organization is planning to sponsor an event this semester, and 
might need some assistance, look to the Student Government Association. We may be 
able to lead you in the right direction. We have financial assistance applications in the 
SGA office (located on the 2nd floor of ADUC). 
Also Seniors, don't forget to fill out the Senior of the Month application. You could have 
a chance to be recognized for your outstanding achievements. Pick up your application 
today in the SGA office. 
If you have any questions you can contact the Student Government office at 783-2298, or 




www .morehead-st. ed u MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
( 
211. Cooper Hall 
Morehead State University 
Morehead. KY 40351 
Januarv 2. 2001 
Teresa Johnson, President. Student Government Association. Morehead State University 
UPO Box 1331. ADUC 2nd Floor 
Morehead State University 
Morehead. KY 40351 
Dear President Johnson. 
Due to unsatisfuctorv academic oerfunnance during the Fall 2000 Semester. time restraints. 
and for oersonal reasons. I hereby officially resign as At-Large Representative to the Student 
Government Association Congress of Morehead State University effective immediately. As a 
result. I will not be attending the Soring 2001 Semester SGA retreat on Friday and Saturday. 
January 12th and 13th in Maysville. 
I highly recommend that you aoooint and have congress aoorove Barrv James as my 
successor. I believe that he is well qualified for this position. He ran unsuccessfully for this 
same position last full and should be interested in serving on congress this upcoming semester. 
I will turn in my binder to you as soon as oossible so that you can cive it to my successor 
whoever he or she is. I also highly recommend that you aoooint my successor to all the 
committees that I served on in SGA (Legislative and Fiscal Affairs Committee. etc.) with the 
exceptions of the Morehead State University Librarv Standing Committee and Food Services 
Committee. I would still like to serve on them for the Spring 2001 Semester if you and 
congress have no obiections to it. 
I want to thank you. the Executive Committee. the advisors. members of congress and most 
importantly the great students of Morehead State University for giving me the opportunity of 
being one of the first two-students to be elected·and-to serve as At-Large Reoresentative to the 
Student Government Association Congress ofMorehead State University, 
This is not the end of my service to my fellow MSU students. but is iust the beginning of me 
becoming a better student to serve my fellow MSU students in the future. 
cc: Susette Redwine. SGA Advisor 
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SGA Pre ident 
im P. Rhodes y 
December 11 , 2000 
CONCERN ABOUT THE OFFI E OF FIN 
FAX: 606-783-2293 
IAL AID 
At the December 9, 2000 Board of Regents meeting ou mentioned briefl 
some problems experienced by students in our Office of Financial Aid. Because of my 
location behind you I did not hear clearly what you alluded to. Hov ever we want to 
address any concerns that you or the students you represent ha e with this office. 
I would be glad to meet with you and/or the SGA to discuss and try to solve 
any problems or inconvenience to students. 
I must confess that I wa disappointed to hear about your concerns du.ring a 
Board of Regents meeting rather than from you directly. e have spent substantial 
time together discussing se eral issues so l fe l we have an open. profe ional 
relationship. You were in m office thre times during the falls mester to discu 
hou ing, financial aid and admissions issues. But there wa never an cone rn raised 
about tudents having problems with the Office of Financial Aid. We have also been 
together at several admissions functions (per our request for your help, and at which 
you ' e done a wonderful job for us), yet the is ue has never been raised. 
Let' s g t together at your earli t con enience to see hO\ we can identify 
problems and work to find solutions for them. 
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- Choose Folder - _E Move 
Add Addresses 
From: bifl red"wine < b.redwine@morehcad-st edu Block addrcs 
To: 1ichael \\"alter <m.walter @morehead- t edu , Gar\ \'an 1eter 
< g.vanmeter@morehead- t.edu~. Beth Patrick <-- b patrick@morehead- t.edu>. 
larquita Bear <m.bear@morehcad- t.edu>. Tere a John on 
<teeaot694@yahoo com> 
CC: Carla Rucker c.rucker@morehead-, t edu" 
Subject: Meeting with Onecard \·endor~ 
I have now confirmed with both Schlumbetger and Cybermark for their 
visits to campcis. SchlumberqeL will be h€'r on'!' esday , December 19 
and 
we will convene at S• a . m. There will probably be three (3) 
repre-entatives here including somPon~ trow Buchanan Sound in Ashland. 
Cybermark is scheduled fot Wedn •sday , Decemb<"r 20 and ·.-,e will convene 
at 
l p . m. There will probably be two (2) representatives here ftom 
Cyhermar}: . 
Bot:h sess1ons are scheduled for the Riqgle Room. 
Please advise 1f you ha e quest ons . 
Than}:s 1 
t:nl::. 
negin : vcard 
n : R dwine ; B.111 
~el ; pager : 68E 780-3340 
tel ; cell: (606)782-0510 
e ; fax : (606 8~-5 oq 
el ; home : (606)781-6521 
tel ; wort : {C06)733-2 81 
h mozilla h ml : FALSE 
oro : Moreh"'ad State U1.iversity 
version : 2 . 1 
emai l; i ntetne~ : b . redwine@rnorehead-st . edu 
t::.tle : Directc:: '"'= J-1.c1•-•il ,_ar/ er,·ic-es 
adr ; quoted-pr1ntable :;; Un1vets1 y Bo0kstore- ~- AAdron ~oran Unive s1ty 
Cen~er ; Moreh ad ; KY ; 4 351-1 RG ; 
x-mozilla-cp : ; l ,J 
fn : Bill Redwine 




Date: Tue_ 05 Dec 2000 19:56:3 l -0500 
From: Beth Patrick <b patrick@morehead-st edu 
To: Teresa Johnson tsjohn0 1 (?im1orehead-s1. edu 
CC: Mike Eldridge m eldridgea morehead-st edu >_ porter dailey <p dailey@morehead-st edu> 
Teresa , 
I talked with our nP t work staff about your idea of setting up 
network blocks based on time-of day. Unfortunatley , the 
equipment does not support this type of selective block 
capability. 
It may be helpful as you work to address student concerns 
on this issue to understand that we have net yet settled on an 
exact plan for managing our network traffic problems . One 
teason for che d~lay on a final plan is tha~ we ha~e ordered 
a new switch/router that is designed to b~tter handle the levels 
of traffic we are now experiencing . We want to get the 
new switch ::.nstalled and have an opportunity to measure how 
well it will perform on our network before we select the best 
mechod(s' for managing current network traffic . 
W~ have several options we are considering 1r. addition to 
' blocking all ilapster related sites' . We are a_so lookino at the 
possibility of prioritizing different types of traffic . In other 
words , program the switch to pass MP3 or RealAudio traffic 
at a low (slower) priority compare1 to r~gu:ar data traffic packets . 
This wouldn ' t block Nap ster use but it help prevent it from 
slowing down other types of network traffic . 
There <lre other ideas being explored as well . At this 
point , our intention is mostly to make students aware that 
network management steps in general will be taken as 
necessary to maintain a high-speed quality of service 
for the University ' s academic and administratn·e network 
needs . Those steps may change from time co time based 
on changes 1n technology resources and technology use . 
we will strive to develop p!ans to accomplist. that in the 
!east intrusive way as possible to a!! nFtwork ~sers but 
some restrictions a nd/or controls may be necessary to 
pr::.orit ize the academic and administrative network needs . 
We plan to communicate that position to studen~s in the form 
o f a servic~ agreement they will receive/sign when purchasing 
RESNET services in the future . 
I hope this hel~s and I ' ll keep you informed as we get 
further a long with developing an e;-:act plan for r.1anaging 
our network resources for the sp r in~ semester . Your help 
with this issue and your leadershLp in gene=al has been very 
much appreciated this semester ' Please let me know if I 
can help put out any fires thac remain on this issue ' 
Beth 
Beth G. Patrick 
Asst . Vice Pre&ident fo r Informdtion Technology 
Morehead St4te University 
(606> 78~-:4~7 phone (E06 783-5078 fax 
12/5/00 11 :30 PM 
Meeting notice 
I of2 
Subject: Meeting notice 
Date: \1on. 4 Dec '.!000 09 58 32 -0500 
From: j .spradlingfimorehead-sl edu (Jeff Spradling) 
To: rdrusselVivst-claire.org. rhitch,'a'moreheadro\, an com, mhatfield@pbdomain com. 
k.sexton amorehead-st edu. kypacer(<raol com. jimft&zoomnet.net. ahsurmont@kih.net. 
d crossr@morehead-st edu, bbowersock(cVhotmail com, krismiketyrg1hotmail.com, 
r.barker(£_imorehead-st edu, pix@ycnx com, smaster(ci)mis.net. troopcr@,ycnx net. 
whitcro\.\ 2rmis net, dhubbard@commaction org. tsjohnO l@morehead-st edu, 
youngd g\esconnect com. kentbarber(a hotmail.com 
Dear Group Members: 
Our regular monthly meeting will be held Kednesjay, Dec . 6 , at 11 a . m. a~ 
Pasquales . 
Minutes from the Nov . 1 meeting 
Present 
Don Young , Melanie Hatfield, Kris Alderman , Kay Shafer, Kent Barber , Robin 
M.irus , Jeff Spradling 
The commit-ee unan::.mously voted to make Don Young our chair . 
The group continued to discuss plans to develop brochures about downtown 
Morehead . The ::.ntent of the project it to provide the Tourism Office with 
useful information about the city that con be distributed to the public. 
Don said we need to gather information such as maps and downtown business 
listings . He also said the Tourism Commission has an advertising budget 
that could be us~d to help with the printing costs of publicity material .. 
Kay suggest~d that information about public SPrvices in Morehead also be 
::.ncluded in brochures . 
Jeff asked if the group could accomplish this ~ask in a reasonable ti~~ 
since all of the members are volunteers and have busy schedules . Don 
suggested the tasks could be broken ciown and distributed among all th~ 
members so that 1t will not be too time consuminq tor any particular 
member . 
Robin suggested that the committee develop a for~ to pass out to downtown 
businesses to help with gathering information . K11s said the forms should 
also inquire about interest in advertising. Jeff said he would develop a 
form for the proJect . 
The general consensus among group members ::.s that all businesses responding 
with information should be included in brochure listings ; however , we are 
still working on details about what information should be given about each 
business and the possibility of selling advertising space as well . 
In other matters, Don discussed with the group t.he notion that the name of 
Main Street shou!d be chanqed to somet l1inq ~hat would entice visitors to 
downtown . 
>>>>>>---------------------> 
~,..~ ~ ~pt 1dlinq 
Office of Market.1ng Support 
606-783-2274 
<---------------------<<<<< 
12/4/00 12:15 PM 
• It~ MOREHW> 
S"ATE lNVERSITY. 
UNIVERSITY CENTER AND CONFERENCE SERVICES UPO BOX 710 
I 
• 
ovember 14 2000 
Dear Friend, 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351-1689 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2810 
FAX: 606-783-5082 
I would like to tak thi opportunity to send pecial thanks to you for aJI of your 
assistance and patience during the Homecoming Parade preparation and planning. With 
all of our ork the Parade v as a great succes . 
On the afternoon of the 29th of ovember you are invited to a reception in the Heritage 
Ro m of ADUC to c lebrat th uccess of the 2000 Homecoming Parade and t di cu s 
plan for next year ' s parade. Please bring to this reception and ideas or oncern that ou 
may have for the planning of next year' s event. 
To assi t us ith the catering for this rec ption I ask that you R VP 783-2809. 
gain thanks for your help and I look forv ard to eeing you at the reception and begin 
making plans for next ear Homecoming Parade. 
incerel , 
Darin N . Blackbum 
EDUCATION 
PAYS MSU is on affirmative action equal opportunity educotionol lnstitutlon. 
otvier R.eCI LLLJ I Vvt.:portC! 1/\,½ 
StLA.ff Cl ~OLA.t vl"B. ! 
~ "E>rLdge CoVvt.:poV\,eV\,t 
The summer following high school 
graduation (the students' final sum-
mer in UB), students are enrolled in 
two MSU classes and will receive 
six hours of college credit upon successful 
completion of these classes. Study groups, 
workshops, job shadowing and cultural/edu-
cational field trips are also a part of the 
bridge program. 
v{,_°E, StLA.deV\,t COLA.1/\,c.LL r·· 
The' UB Student Council is the stu-
dents ' voice in the activities, poli-
cies and events of Upward Bound. f 
Each school elects one representative to the 
Student Council'. The representative is re-
sponsible for bringing issues of concern, as 
well as possible solutions; to student council 
meetings. 
vtB. New.sLetter 
Each month )!OU will receive a 
copy of the UB newsletter with 
a variety of important informa-
tion regarding upcoming activi-
ties, reminders, and student news columns. 
Each school will elect a school reporter who 
provides information regarding activities and 
news for students in that school. 
)( )Of. 
)f )()( )() )( 
T}::1pLclAL DIALLr:1 SLA.Vvt.Vvt.er ScviedLA.Le 
Morl/\,LV\,g core cLci.s.se.s 
7:15 - 8:15 a.m. 
8:30 - 11:30 a.m . 
Breakfast 
TEAMS (English, math, and 
science) 
11:30 a.m. - 12:15 p.m. Lunch 
12:15 - 1:00 p.m. Study Groups 
M / W I F I CLIA.s.se.s 
1:15 - 2:45 p.m. 
'3:15 - 4:45 p.m. 
Career Planning 
Swimming 
T / Tvi/ F I I CLIA .s.se.s 
1:15 - 2:45 p.m. 
3:15 - 4:45 p.m. 
The Mystery Novel 
Weightlifting 
EV el/\,LV\,g AcHvLHe.s 
5:00 - 6:00 p.m. Dinner 
6:15 p.m. Group Meeting 
7:00 - 9:00 p.m. Evening Activity (movie, 
game show, sports) 




11:00 p.m. Lights Out!! 
For more information on joining Upward Bound, 
contact your high school counselor or the Upward 
Bound Office : 
Upward Bound 
N[ orehead State University 
UPO 783 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Phone: (606) 783-2611 
l-800-5UPWARD 
FAX: (606) 783-5083 
)()( )Of 
AV\, tAccideVvt.Le, eV\,rLcltlVvt.eV\,t -progrlAVlA. 
f or viLgvi .scviooL .stLA.del/\,t.s 
. , ~ wlticit Ls ktpwci rd B.ou111,d? 
Upward Bound (UB) is an academic prepara-
tory program for high school students. The pur-
pose of the program is to help students prepare 
for college by generating the academic skills and 
motivation necessary for success. 
wlticit cire title cidvci111,tciges of 
:pcirtLe,~:pciH111,g L111, uB.? 
© Improve existing skills and/ or develop ~ 
additional skills in a variety of 
academic areas . 
© Prepare for the ACT .(UB juniors) 
© Receive ACT fee waivers (UB juniors) 
© Attend seminars on college preparation, including 
admission, financial aid and housing applications 
(UB seniors) ' 
© Attend seminars in writing, problem solving, sci-
ences, and math (UB freshmen and soph0mores) 
© Explore career opportunities 
© Develop self-confidence and meet new friends 
© Enjoy educational, cultural and sociai activities and 
field trips 
© Earn six hours of college credit during the "Bridge 
Component" (summer after graduation) 
© Receive a stipend (money!) for fully participating in 
all UB activities 
rtow CCl,V\, I A:p:pLc9 t o be L111, 
u:pwci rd B.ou111,d? 
© Pick up an application from your high 
school guidance counselor 
© Complete the application (including the student 
autobiography and recommend.ations!) 
© Return the completed application to your high 
school counselor 
Selection is based on availability of spaces, teacher and 
counselor recommendations, and eligibility criteria. 
x n . 
)( 
' 
Wltio e,c;i111,JoL111, u:pwcird B.ou111,d? 
In order to join the UB program, you must: 
© Meet federal income guidelines and/ or be a 
potential first generation college student 
(neither of your parents has received a four-
year college degree) 
© Have the potential for success in education beyond 
high school 
© Have the need for academic support while in school 
© Be enroUed in grades 9-11 when you apply 
© Have an interest in furthering your education 
wlticit wLLL I do L111, u-pwcird 
B.ou111,d? 
Lots of things! During the academic year 
several activities take place on a regular basis. 
© UB Counselors visit each high school once a month 
to work with students on a variety of academic and 
personal topics. 
© One Saturday per month students come to MSU's 
, campus for a Return Trip: a day full of academics, 
tutoring and/ or cultural experiences. 
© Approximately once a month students meet in their 
home counties with a UB tutor for an enrichment 
session. 
© Upward Bound provides bus transportation to/ from 
each county for Return Trips held at MSU. 
© Since UB is an academic program, we pay careful 
attention to grades and progress in school. Students 
who recieve a "C" or below in any core curriculum 
class are required to attend tutoring sessions. 
)( )()( )( n 
Wncit Ls title SUVvtVvter :progrciVvt 
LLl:ze? -tr 
You'll love it! It's an academic six-week 
residential program on campus at MSU. ,-, 
C-Lcisses 
The UB core curriculum is a "team" concept. Students 
are enrolled in English, math, and science classes, 
which are team taught by three instructors during the 
mornings. Afternoon classes are a variety of electives. 
All first time students take Career Planning & Personal 
J?evelopment. These classes supplement skills already 
learned in high school and then provide exposure to 
more advanced subjects. You will be even more pre-
pared for your classes the next school year! 
LLVLV\-g OV\- C-C!Vv\:pus 
UB students live in university residence halls. 
Residence hall supervision is provided by a 
staff of tutor counselors and residence hall 
supervisors. All meals are provided in the 
University Center cafeteria. 
socLciL § C-uLturci L A ctLvLtLes 
I 
Evenings and weekends are filled with a variety -f :_ 
of recreational, social, educational and cultural ~ 
events. Typical events include group discus- ~ 
sions, health-related workshops, games, UB 
family activities, field trips (i.e. to an outdoor theater or 
an amusement park), dances, games, sports, and activi-
ties with other Upward Bound programs. The final 
event of the summer program is a four day educational 
and cultural trip to a major city. In the past, we've 
gone to St. Louis, Chicago, Atlanta, Washington D.C., 
and Philadelphia. 
)( )0( 
' KENTUCKY WOMEN IN THE ARTS" 
March 22-24, 2001 
Morehead State Univer ity 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Keynote Speaker: Kentucky Writer Bobbie Ann Mason 
The Ten th Annual ilrna E. Grote Sympo ium f r the dvancement of Women wi ll focu on Kentucky 
women' contribution to all area of the arts. We invite cholar students and other intere ted individuals 
to ubrni t critical papers and panel er ati e production and e hi bit and roundtabl di cu sion c ntering 
on Kentucky women. Th theme i open to muJt ipJ in t rpr tations including: 
• Ken tucky women in writt n and or'al literary tradition 
• Kentucky women and the i ual art 
• K ntucky women and mu ic 
• Fictional po.rtra al of Kentu ky women 
• Film theatrical and/or mullim dia pr sentation b or about K ntu ky worn n 
• Kentucky women viewed by in ider / Kentucky w men iewed by out ider 
Each propo al mu t in lude lhe following: 
I. Thr e copie of a 250-300-word ab tract (double- paced and !early tit led of the propo ed pap r panel, 
creative production, exhibit r roundtab le di cu ion. Plea e omjt ubmitter /s' name/ ince ach 
propo al i ent to reader for blind re iew. 
2. One copy of a c ver heet that includ submitter' / name/s, addre s/e , t 1 ph ne number/ e-mail 
addre / if available), fax number/ (if availa le), a ademic/profe ional affi liation/ (if applicable), 
and ti tle of ubrni ion a it hould appear in the program. 
3. One copy of a brief autobiographi al ketch. 
4. One copy of a de cription indi ati ng n eds for e lectron ic equipment or ·p cial fa iii ti 
SEND ALL PROPOSAL , PO TMARKED NO LATER THAN JANUARY 10, 2001, TO: 
Wilma E. Grot ympos iu m for the d ancement of Women 
P O 993, Morehe d St t U niver ity 
Moreh ad, KY 4035 1 
Telephone: (606) 783-2015: Fax-: (606) 78 - 047 
E-mail: . ack r@mor head-st.edu 
(Propo r wi!J be notified by Jan. 3 J, 2001) 
JalUa:) Al!SJaA!110 
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Subject: Technology Use Policy 
Date: Fri. 03 x.;O\ 2000 14.44:21 -0500 
From: Beth Patrick ~ b patrick@morehead-st.edu> 
To: Teresa Johnson <tsjohn0 I 'lrmorehead-st edu> 
CC: m.mincey1cumorehead-st edu. porter dailey <p dailey@morehead-st edu> 
Teresa , 
Thanks for your time this afternoon to meet with me and Vice 
President Mincey concer ning several student technology service 
issues . I was incorrect in what I to:d you during our meeting 
about contracts . The students did NOT siqn a contract when 
they pa i d for RESNET ser vices for the fall semester . The 
contract. I was remembering was only signed by students leasing 
a microcomputer for use in their residence hall. However , the 
PG-55 policy does cover techology use and secJr1ty issues for 
all campus technology users including students , faculty and staff . 
You can s~e the full policy posted on the IT web $ite under 
"polici s " ci.::.: 
http : //www .morehead-st . edu/units/it/j)olicies/security . html 
Napster use would be prohibited under the section 
defining "prohibited conduct " numbers q and 12 since 
l!apster does distribute copywritten material and it 
also qualifies as an authorized network server . 
As no t ed during our meeting , we are not planning to make 
any changes to block Napster services until the end of the fa __ 
semester . w~ will plan to provide each student a copy of the 
usage policy as they sign up for RESNET services 1n the future 
to help improve notification of the usage policies that apply to 
RESNET services . 
Beginning in January , students will hav~ an alternative option 
for obtaining internet access from their residence halls . With the 
new phone switch , they can choose to use an analog modem in 
their PC and subscribe to a local Internet Service Provider to 
gain access ~o Internet activities that might not b~ supported on 
our campus network (such as Napster access ) . 
I will be prepared to address any quesL1ons at the November 8th 
SGA meeting concerning the plans to block Napster from our 
campus network beginninq in the spring as w~ll as the upcoming 
changes in telephone service . Also, I will contact you soon to set 
up a time to meet with you and Teresa Johnson from our Budget 
Office to begin developing a recommendation for implementing 
the print metering program in our open :ab and cldssroom facilities . 
Again , thanks for your time today and your on going leadership in 
managing how we can get t he most effective use of our technology 
resources that service MSU students . I ' ll look forward to seeing 
you at the SGA meeting on Wednesduy ! 
Beth 
Beth G. Patrick 
Asst. Vice President for Informatkon Tech~ology 
Morehead State University 
(cJ61 783-2447 phone (f06) 781-5078 fax 
11/3/00 3:33 PM 
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Info Tech Home 
Technology Security Policy 
Policy PG-55 
Subject - Technolo~y Securit)· 
Approval Date 
Revi ion Date 
Purpose 
To establish the general tandard of conduct e. pected of Morehead tate 
llniver it· ad mini trator facult\·. taff.. student , member· of the Board of 
Regents, volunteers, and . pon ored gue L u, ing niver it) Technology 
resource .. 
Policy 
\101 ehead tate nivcrsity upport.- adherence to security policie . 
. tandards and procedures to protect it technolog) r ource (rom 
unauthorized, prohibited, accidental. intentional. or maliciou modification, 
destruction. or disclo ure he protection of the ·e technology resource 
relating to the conduct of business i · a ba ic management respon ibility 
Definitions 
TechnologJ er 
Morehead tate Cni\ er ity emplo ·ee ·. tudent , directors. officer . 
vo lunteer~ and holders or -ponsored guest accounts, inc luding all 
per ons providing contractor sef\.ices to forehead tate l,'niver it\. 
, ho use. proce s or . tor computerized data relevant to Uni\·er it~ 
busine s and to technology re ource, made available to indi\'idual · 
to as i t in the pu rsuit of educational goal 
Technology Re ources 
include. but are not limited to. Univer ity data file·. ·ofhvare, 
computer , net\\ork . email. telephone S) tems. voice mail sy tcm 
and cable television \ . terns 
Authorized Acee s 
I 1/4/00 11 :20 AM 
M:S U • Into I ecn - l 'OUCICS • I ecnno1ogy :secunty t'OIICY nnp:11www.moreneaa-st.eawum1S11vpo11c1esisecuncy.non1 
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permission granted to a technology user by a data custodian and/or 
appropriate supcn isor to access technology resources for 
instructional_ educational_ research or employment-related 
responsibilities Authorized access may be granted though, but not 
limited to. the issuance of pass,, ords or keys to a technology 
resource 
Uninrsity Need 
includes, but is not limited to Lni\'ersit} administration's 
determination that probable cause exists that computer security 
laws. Universit'v policies. standard or regulations have been or are 
being violated Need may also include the retrieval of oftJcial 
University correspondence or information received electronically by 
an employee during an extended absence from dul) 
Data Custodian 
MSL employee assigned management responsibility for oversight of 
official University data that could include but is not limited to 
student records. financial records, personnal records, alumni 
records. im entory or facility information For example. the Registrar 
is that Data Custodian for ofticial student records maintained on the 
University's student information system 
Prohibited Conduct 
The folio,\ ing conduct is prohibited (this list is not intended to be all 
inclusi,e) 
1 Copying Univer,ity-ov,ned or licensed software or 
University-owned data to another computer system for 
personal or external use \\ ithout prior ,., ritten approval by the 
Uni,·ersity and/or licensee. 
2 Attempting to cop! or modi{)· University-owned or licensed 
sofh\are or official University-o\rned data files without prior 
\\ ritten approval by the data custodian or other individual or 
oftice responsible for its maintenance 
3 ,\ttemptmg to damage or disrupt operation of computing 
equipment, data communications equipment. or data 
communications lines L nauthorized capture of network 
tranic from the local area network or backbone 
4. Using University technology resources for purposes other 
than those intended by granting access to these technology 
resources to unauthorized persons, e\en if those persons are 
members of the l ni\·ersit1 community 
5 Usmg lJni\'ersit1 technology resources in external consulting 
unless authorized in accordance \'>ith l.!niversity policy and 
procedures. Technology users may not use L niversity 
technology resources to ad\'ertise for an1 commercial 
purposes 
6 L sing University technology resources in external 
self-employment acti, ities unless authorized in accordance 
11/4/00 11:20 AM 
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with L!niversit) policy and procedures. 
7 Failing to proted an account from unauthorized access by 
sharing of user id's and associated passwords or deliberately 
lea\ing a logged in account unattended 
8 Installing illegal software. a<, defined by the official software 
license agreement on \ISL computer equipment 
9. L<.;ing MSL technology resources to gain unauthorized access 
to other technology resources or in the commission of any 
illegal activity (criminal or intellectual property violations): or 
,·iolation of an~· regulations specified in the Personnel Policies 
or the 5tudcnt Handbook 
IO Sending e-mail \\ ith false return addresses or ids 
I I. Harassing any user by sending unwanted messages. 
12. Operating an unauthorized scl"\er. 
13 Failing to protect an account from unauthorized access 
14 Sending chain mail or unauthorized or unsolicited mass 
mailings. 
15 Attempting access or accessing unauthorized technology 
resources 
Scope 
This policy applies to all Morehead State University technology users. It is 
expected that technology users "ill cooperate with each other so as to 
promote the most effecti\ e u!>e of technology resources and "ill respect 
each other's O\\. nership of work even though it is in electronic rather than 
printed form 
Individuals and organizations \,ill b(;; held no less accountable for their 
actions im olving technology resource<, than they \\ ould be in the 
protection of other University pro pert> and situations. 
Administration of Policy 
The Office of Information Technology is responsible for the maintenance 
of this policy. 
Standards 
All technolo!:,ry users shall adhere to the follo~ing standards 
I. Every effort shall be made to restrict technology resources to those 
people with authorized access Administrative data base managers 
and daia custodians ha\e prima~· responsibility for insuring that 
access to data in the modules under their control and responsibility 
is restricted to those people "ith authorized acce<;s 
,., The flov. of information data shall be protected from unauthorized 
access or prohibited conduct which could have serious ad,·crse. 
11/4/00 11 :20 AM 
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economic, legal or personal consequence 
3 L 111wrs1t) computer-based information and equipment shall be 
resef\ed for the official educational and administrative/ business 
goals of \1orehead State l 'ni, ersity 
4 Requests for otlicial Cni\·ersit) information in electronic format 
from non-Cni\ ersitv personnel shall be routed through the 
appropriate supervisory chain of command to assure conformance to 
priYaC), securit) standards. and the Commonwealth of Kentucky 
Open Records Act and 'or the Freedom oflnformation Act. This 
excludes requests for electronic information from library holdings 
a,·ailable through the L 111versit) library system(s) 
5. Technol0,!::-1) resource access is based on judicious and responsible 
use Technology resources are \·aluable, and their abuse can have a 
serious impact on evef) one \\ ho uses those resources 
Monitoring/Management 
To properly maintain and manage the University computer programs. 
databases. files. and E-mail records. the Lni,ersit) ma1 e'\.ercise its right to 
inspect, record, transfer. and 'or remove all information contained therein 
that is in conflict \\ ith University policies, standards. or regulations and 
take other appropriate action if inadequate. unauthorized or improper 
usage is detem1ined Howe\·er. such inspection, recording or removing 
could also be done on the basis of University need 
Any access of a technology u.;;ers e-mail or other electronic records b) an 
Information Technology or Internal Audit staff member shall only be done 
at the request ot: or \\ith prior written approval by, the technolog) user. a 
\'ice President. Uni\'ersity General Counsel or the President 
The Uni,ersit) has the right to e:\tend. limit. restrict. or den1 acce5s to its 
technolog), resources 
!\forehead State L'ni\ ersity is the 0\\ ner of the e-mail svstems and all mail 
that resides on those systems 
Notification 
To the extent practical, L'ni\'ersit) employees, officers. directors. students. 
and \.Olunteers. and sponsored guests will be made aware that their 
electronic communications ma1 be inspected \\ithin the guidelines of this 
policy 
Violations 
Suspected , iolations of computer security laws. L1niversit) policies, 
standards or regulations shall be reported at once to the Assistant Vice 
President for Information l echnology and the Director of Internal Audits 
11/4/00 ll :20 AM 
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Tho e found to have violated the technology securit)' policy or other 
policie regarding technology usage may have their electronic access 
u pended and /or be suspended from employment with or without pa) or 
be di missed from employment. enrollment or a ociation with the 
Univer ity in accordance with ni\ ersity policies The Uni\·er ity re en e 
the right to impo e charge · for the expense incurred in uch action 
Return to Policies 
© Cop right 1998-2000 forehead tate Univer ity 
Last R~, i l!<l : January 15. 1999 
Tnfom,ation cchnology · l IO Ginger Hall · \forehead, KY 403 51 
webmaster@morehead-st.edu 
11/4/00 11 :20 AM 
October 31, 2000 
National · ssociation fo r Cainpu Activitie 
Foundation 
Dear 2000 Workshop Participant: 
On behalf of the NACA Board of Directors, I am writing to ask you to respond to the 
attached survey regarding the ACA Foundation workshop you attended this summer. 
The Board has asked me to review our workshops and develop recommendations on 
ways to enhance them. Given your attendance at a recent workshop, your input would 
be invaluable as I put together my report. 
We are asking for a response no later than Friday, Nov. 17th . This will enable me to 
share preliminary information with the Board's Executive Committee, which meets in 
Columbia that weekend. 
Thank you in advance for your assistance. If you have any questions, please don't 
hesitate to give me a call. 
Sincerely, 
Susette Redwine 
Immediate Past Chair 
ACA Board of Directors 
13 Ila rbi on Way / Colum bia, · 292 12-3--W l / 803-732-6222 / FAX: 803-749-1047 / Web Site: www.na a.org 
October 31, 2000 
ational sociation for Campu ctivities 
Foundation 
Dear 2000 Workshop Participant: 
On behalf of the NACA Board of Directors, I am writing to ask you to respond to the 
attached survey regarding the NACA Foundation workshop you attended this summer. 
The Board has asked me to review our workshops and develop recommendations on 
ways to enhance them. Given your attendance at a recent workshop, your input would 
be invaluable as I put together my report. 
We are asking for a response no later than Friday, Nov. 17th . Thi will enable me to 
share preliminary information with the Board's Executive Committee, which meets in 
Columbia that weekend. 
Thank you in advance for your assistance. If you have any questions, please don't 
hesitate to give me a call. 
Sincerely, 
Susette Redwine 
Immediate Past Chair 
NACA Board of Director 
13 Harbi on \\'a1 / Columbia, S 29212-3-101 / 803-732-6222 / F X: 803-749- 10-+7 / Web ite: w,,w.na a.org 
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UPO BOX 783 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 4035 1-1689 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-26 l 1 
1-800-SUPWARD 
FAX: 606-783-5083 
Thank you for agreeing to speak with our pv ard Bound tudent Council member 
oa Saturda o ember 18. The ession v ilJ be held in Rader Hall 111 from l :30 
p.m. - 2:30 p.m. The topic you can talk about i leadership role and an thing el e 
ou think the might be intere ted in. 
l ha e enclo ed a brochure to better familiadze you with Upward Bound and the 
high school tudent we erve. There are L teen students on the tudeot Council. 
Plea e contact me if ou have an que tion at 783-5191 or 783-2611. The student 
are very excited to meet you! 
EDUCATION 
PAYS 
www.moreheodstote.edu MSU is on affirmative action equal opportunity educotionol institution. 
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Subject: )lichael Kimmel \ppearance at :\1 Sl'. NO, . J-1Dear Colleagues: 
Date: Sat. 28 Oct 2000 00· 16 5 1 -0400 
From: "Susan A Eacker" -s eacker@rnorehead-st edu • 
Organization: \ forehead State Urmersit) 
To: b\,fra!0l ~,rnorehead-st edu. tsjohn0 l@'morehead-•;t_edu 
CC: m mincey1g)morehead-st edu, dg cox@morehead-st. edu 
Jear Teresa and Brandon : 
I wanted you both to know about a special guest speaker who will be on 
campus TJes . Nov . 14 . His b;.o is below ar.d I think when you read 1t you 
will find that he has a lot to say to colleqe .,tudents . In fact , some of 
his campus visits , most recently at the U. of Georgia , were sponsored by 
the Inter-Frar.~ernity Council . I hope that you both wil::. help me spread 
the wo r d to students . I will try and keep you updated on the e>:act time 
and place , and will send you po~ters , if you cepond and tell me where I 
should send them to . 
Michael Kimmel will be on campus on Tues . No·J . 14 sometime in the 
afternoon . .:: wi::.l g i ve you the e;-:act time and 
p l ace soon , but I wanted you to plan in advar.ce so you could bring your 
class(es) and/or offer extra credit for students attending . Michael 
Kimmel is a sociologist and author who has received international 
recognition for his wo r k on men and masculinity . H1s books include : 
Changing Men : New Directions or. Men and Masculinity (1987) ; Men 
Confront Por~oqraphy (1990) ; Against ::he ~ide : Profemininist Men in 
the Uni t ed States , 1776-1990 (1990) ; and Manhood I n P.merica : A 
Cultui.:al H1.storv (1996) , which the New Yor~: Times Book Review hailed 
as a "concise , -incisive book that elucioated the masculine ideals of 
the past 200 years just as shelves o f feminist books have elucidated t he 
felT'inine ." 
Kimmel is also a WC'll- i:nown educator whose ir:nc·✓at1.ve course, Sociology 
o f Masc ulinity, 1.s one o f the few in the nation that examines men ' s 
lives from a p r o-feminist perspective . He and his Kork have been 
featured in The Wall Street Jo~rnal Boston Globe Newsweek 
People andhe has a ppea r ed on Donahut'· , The Today Show, CNN Live , and 
Cr ossfire. 
Kimrnel is also the Nationa::. Spokesperson for the !lational Org<rn.i:;ation 
for Men Against sexism and he has lectured at over 200 colleges and 
universities , and run workshops for public and private sector 
or:gani.:ations on preventing se:-: ... al har:dssne,1t and imp::.emen::ing gende r 
eq~ity, and fo r camp Js groups on date and 1cqua1.ntance rape , sexual 
assualt , pornoqrat=i. , and the changing rel tion:s betwt::"en men and women . 
We are fortunate tv h<1ve him at !'-'.SU . Thanks qo to the Departments of 
Geography, Government , and History, and Sociology, Social Work , and 
Criminology, as well as t he Interdisciplinai:y Women ' s Studies Prog r am 
ar.d Lhe Office of the VP of Student Life . 
Sincerely , 
Susan A. Eacke:::-
Assistant Professor of History & Coor dina~or 
In::erdiscipl1nary Women ' s Studies Program 
10/29/00 10:58 PM 
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Subject: l~ISl 1StudentClubOfficersl Announcement! 
Date: Wed. 25 Oct 2000 12 00·30 -0400 
From: "David G Cox" <dg.cox'<rmorehead-st edu> 
Organization: \ 1orehead State Lnivers· Greek Affairs 
To: \ISL Club Officers ..,.1\ 1StudentClubOft"icers1a egroups com>. 
\ 1S L Greeks more heal. tgreeks_g cgroups.com> 
Academic Honors Student Organization 
UPO Box 66') 
October 25 , 2000 
Members of student/Greef: Orqdnizations : 
As part of campus activities , the Academic Hon,.,1.s StudE.-nt organization, 
the social orqanization of Morehead State Un1ve e ty's Honors Program, 
would like to announce "The Coolest Guy and Cool st Gal" Contes t . The 
goal of this contest is to a.::.low the students of Mol:ebeaa 3tate 
university to vote on whom they feel is the roolLSt guy o_ gal on 
campus . Each organi~ation has the opportunity to nominate a ;uy and a 
girl f or five dollars . If only one nom~nee can be found , the 
recistration for entering the contest is still five dollars . Nomin e 
does not have tone a member of your fraternity/sorority . 
Vo.:.ing will take place in ADUC . Each potentiul "coo.::.est guy/gal" WJ.,4~ 
have his/her picture on a Mason jar . The votes are the mon.:.es that are 
placed in the jars . Pen ni~s are" worth one po1.nt. S1 ... ver change and are n 
bills are negative points. A nickel is negative five points , a dollar is 
a negative o:iC" hundred points , and so on . Vot~nq can take place in J\DUC 
from 11 a . m. to 2 p . m., Monday through Frid-iy . 
Organizations that are interested shou ';.d subnu t their nona.:iees , 
registration fee , and a photograph . Photos must b~ 3 x ~ and of any 
type , as long as in 
good taste . Remember that voters arc looking for the "coolest guy and 
gal'' on campus so candid pictures would be in yoll r best intE>rest . 
Winners of the contest wi.::.l rece1v~ at-shirt , a sash, and his and her 
picture in the Trailblazer. Also , the wining organization keeps the 
money in their jar(s . Deadline for norrinations is Friday, Nov-ember 10 , 
2000 . Winner 1s d<:.clared on the :--ionday of F~na.::.s Week , December 11 , 
2000 . Please submit to Carol Martin at 203 Mays Hall , Morehead , KY 40351 
or Todd Burnside at 1'112 Cartmell Hall , MorC'head , KY 40351 . Questions 
can be dircct~d to Carol at 783 4668 or Todd Burnside at 783-367Z . Thank 
you for yo~r time and we are looking forward to your participation . 
Sincerely , 
Toad Burnside , scudent coord~nator and athletic director for AHSA 
Carol Martin , student coordinator for AH3A ar.d Chi Omega member 
!David G. Cox 
IGreek Affairs 
IMor.-,.head State University 
ll5J Univers1.:.y Blvd . UPO 7G7 
Morehead , KY 40351 
16J,;-783 2886 dg . cox@mo.reheadst.edu 
eGroups Sponsor -
eGroups eLerts 
It ' E t i . It ' s Fun . Best f A!~ , 1 ' ' F ee ! 
http : //click . eg_Eoup_s . com/ l/9698 / 13L/ _/ _j9725Q7 333 / 
10/29/00 10:59 PM 
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SGA Executive Vice President 
October 25, 2000 
Tree Lighting Party 
I am writing this letter to inform you of the plans being made for the Annual Tree 
Lighting Party. This year's party is scheduled for Thursday, November 30th from 4:30-
6:00p.m. The party will take place on the second floor of ADUC. 
This party is directed at the children of our students, faculty, and staff. This has been a 
great activity for all ofus to participate in and has been appreciated by the parents. The 
party will take place from 4:30-5:45 p.m. We will then proceed to the evergreen tree 
where the children will be invited to "throw the switch" to turn on the holiday lights on 
campus. 
We hope you will once again plan on participating by having a hands-on activity for the 
children. In the p~t some groups have had the children make candy-cane reindeer, play 
holiday games, color and make stockings. Your creativity is greatly appreciated! SGA 
and SAC will provide photos with Santa as we have done in the past. Also, like last year, 
the University Bookstore will be holding their holiday open house. Please be prepared 
for more children than usual. Refreshments will also be provided. 
Please let us know by Friday, November 17th if your group is planning on participating. 
The more ihe merrier!.You can 1etum the-form below to UPO 1331 or call the SGA 
office at 3-2298 to reserve a pladf.for.,your grol].p_. If you ~spond by phone, please 
include the information below. Thanks agairifor,mak,ingthisa,great event! 
Contact Name -----------------------
Contact's Phone Number --------------------
,.._~.,lf.icft;,ASE RETURN BY FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 17rn! THANKS! 
EDUCATION 
PAYS 




The Campus Civility Campaign supports respect, 
cooperation, and recognition for all members of 
the staff,the student body, and the faculty at 
Morehead State University. 
We support and applaud courtesy in the residence 
halls, the classrooms, the offices and on the streets 
all across the campus. 
Join us in our plans to build a new level of respect 
and tolerance, for we i ntend to make Morehead State 
a most civil place t o l ive, work , and learn. 
Let the promotional rulers you see across campus 
remind you to measure up when interacting with 
others- -ever y day. 
Our Miss ion : To promote warm , pleasant, caring 
relationships among staff, students, faculty, and 
administrators. Our plan is t o share ideas for 
encouraging courtesy and good wi l l among all members 
of the large r campus community . 
To Join, Comment, o r Receive More Information ... 




















October 13, 2000 
Dear Teresa Johnson, 
Thursday following the SGA meeting the executive committee for Eagle M.A.F.I.A. had 
a meeting. Me being the President, I am going to tell you what my executive council and 
I have come to the conclusion of. We feel that the ruling by the SGA in Wednesday's 
meeting not to fund the Eagle M.A.F.I.A. was unjustified. To our understanding it is 
SGA's responsibility to help fund all school organizations. By voting for us not to get 
the funding, SGA has shown twice this year, that is not the case. Once was seen with the 
_prQPosal by the Speech Team ~d once with the Eagle M.A.F.I.A. Furthermore our 
council would like to know how on Tuesday you were supportive of the Eagle 
M.A.F.I.A. and on Wednesday the decision not to fund the Eagle M.A.F.I.A. came about. 
You, Jocelyn Melvin, Tim Jett, and I even met concerning the combining of the Eagle 
M.A.F.I.A. and the Morehead Mob. This was seen to our council as a befriending on 
Tuesday and betrayal on Wednesday. In conclusion we would like to have a reply from 
you no later than Wednesday the 18 th of October 2000 concerning exactly what the 
motive was for us not getting the funding. I will leave you with a thought to ponder on as 
said by your own self: 
"The door is always open for the Eagle M.A.F.I.A. and the Morehead Mob to join 
together." 
How is this possible when Wednesday that was not prevalent when the SGA decided to 
not fund the Eagle M.A.F .I.A? 
)jerely~ .L . • 
7- 7 I\, \.__))Or[)//\ 
Jeremey R. Booher 
Eagle M.A.F.I.A President 





Eagle M.A.F.I.A. Advisor 
































University Center Programs and 
Special Events Coordinator 
October 12, 2000 




UPO BOX 797 
















I want to take this opportunity to invite you to join Dr. and Mrs Eaglin at their home on Sunday, 
. October 22nd at l:Od·pm for the annual Student Leader Croquet Challenge. Ttiis will be the fifth 
·year for this event and once you've played in it, you'll always want to play in it., Don't worry 
about the rules of the game, Dr. Eaglin will explain them to you as well as change them on you 
half way through the tournament. Ifs a fun, fall afternoon ,event. We will also enjoy a light lunch 
compliments of the President. 
This is a great way to end what we hope will be a successful Homecoming Week and Weekend. 
Please let me know by Friday, October 20th if you can attend. I can be reached in the Student 
Activities Office, 2nd floor of ADUC or at 3-2071 (if I'm not there, please leave a message) or 
contact me at s.redwine@morehead-st.edu. IfI don't-hear from you before the close of the 
business day on Friday, I will assume you won't be joining us. Hope to see you there! 
EDUCATION 
PAYS 
www.morehead-st.edu __ M,SU ls_a_!:! afflrmath(_e action_ ~qlJal oppprtuoity,educational Institution. 
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
TO: Dr . Ron Eaglin 
Mrs . Ron Eaglin 
Mr . Mike Mincey 
Dr . Sue Creasap 
Mr . Myron Doan 
Mr . John Me r chant 
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University Center Programs and 
Special Events Coordinator 
DATE: October 4 , 2000 
RE: 2000 Homecoming Queen and Court Schedule 
Enclosed is a copy of the 2000 Homecoming Candidate Ceremony . The 
schedule includes times for rehearsals as well as for the actual 
events . At some point during the proceedings , all of the above 
n amed are invo lved . Most of you have b een involved with the 
Homecoming Queen activities previously and are aware of what takes 
place . With adding the Homecoming King , it has changed this 
activity slightly . 
Those who take part in the actual events should also be present for 
the rehearsals . If you have questions regarding your role(s) in 
relation to the Homecoming Candidates , please feel free to contact 
me a t 3- 2071 . 
Enclosure 
xc : Mrs . Pauline Young 
Mr . Brian Hutchinson 
Mr . Mitch Dunn 
EDUCATION 
PAYS 
www.morehead-st.edu MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
HOMECOMING HALF-TIME 
2000 
Announcement of the MSU Band 
MSU Band performs half-time show 
MSU Band finishes in formation facing West stands 
Announcement of the Candidate Presentation 
Homecoming Candidates presented 
Fanfare 
1999 Queen, Holly Demint and John Merchant, President 
of the MSU Alumni Association 
Introduction of Dr. and Mrs. Eaglin 
Fanfare 
2000 Queen announcement 
Crowning by Dr. Eaglin 
Fanfare 
2000 King announcement 
Presentation of Medallion by Dr. Eaglin 
Presentation of roses by John Merchant to the Queen. 
Presentation of roses by Joyce LeMaster, President-Elect of the 
MSU Alumni Association to the King. 
Presentation of silver bowls by Richard Puckett to the Queen and 
Rachel Cornwell to the King, SGA Vic-Presidents 
Pictures 
"My Old Kentucky Home" 




As soon as the band lines up for the half-time show, the 
Homecoming Candidates, Joyce LeMaster, Richard Puckett and Rachel 
Cornwell should go to the South end of the West stands to the out-
of-bounds line of the field. President and Mrs: Eaglin will need 
to be at the 50 yard line of the West stands on the track. An 
announcement regarding the band will be made. The band will play 
their half-time show and then form in formation facing the West 
stands. As soon as the band is forming the last formation, the 
Homecoming Candidates will move to the South 20 yard line to the 
hash marks and walk to the South 45 yard line and remain facing the 
North end of the field. An announcement regarding the candidates 
will be made. The first couple (who is standing on South 45 yard 
line) will walk to the 50 yard line, face the West stands, wait 
until they are introduced, turn and walk North to their position on 
the 35 yard line and face the West (home) stands. As the first 
couple is introduced, all Candidates will move up a space (fo1low 
the leader) with the first candidates in line stopping on the South 
4 7 until the couple in front of them walk to their assigned 
position. Then, the first couple in line will move to the 50 yard 
line from the South 47 yard line. After the introductions, the 
couples will line up alternating North and South leaving a space in 
the center for the President and Mrs. Eaglin and for the 
presentations. 
Dr. and Mrs. Eaglin should leave their position on the West 
side (on the track) as soon as the last members are announced and 
go to the sidelines on the West side of the Stadium and face the 
East stands to wait to be introduced. Holly Demint and John 
Merchant will be lined up behind the Candidates, facing the North 
end and will stop on the South 45 yard line waiting to be 
introduced. Holly will have roses that John will present to the 
Queen on behalf of the Alumni Association. 
A fanfare will be played for Holly (last year's Queen, who is 
standing on the South 45 yard line). When Holly is announced, she 
and John will move to the 50 yard line and face the West stands. 
John and Holly will then move to the South 47 yard line. An 
announcement will be made to introduce Dr. and Mrs. Eaglin. Mrs. 
Eaglin will have the tiara and the medallion. 
A fanfare will be presented by the band and the first 
announcement will be for the new queen. She and her escort will 
move to the 50 yard line and meet Dr. Eaglin who will crown her. 
New queen should face West stands and be crowned from behind. The 
new Queen will move off to the side until the King is announced. 
Mrs. Eaglin should remind her and direct her just off center along 
with her escort. 
A second fanfare will be presented by the band and the 
announcement will be made for the new king. He and his escort will 
' 
move to the 50 yard line and meet Dr. Eaglin who place the 
medallion around his neck from the side. 
The two escorts that accompanied the new Queen and King, 
should return together to the closest empty space on the field that 
they occupied. If one of the escorts is the second winner, the 
other one should stand with Holly and John. 
An announcement will be made and John Merchant will present 
roses to the new Queen. These are the roses that Holly will have 
on the field. A second announcement will be made and Joyce 
LeMaster, President-Elect of the Alumni Association will present 
the bouquet of roses to the King. Joyce will join Holly and John. 
Another announcement will be made and Richard Puckett will 
present a silver bowl to the Queen and Rachel Cornwell will present 
a silver bowl to the King. Richard and Rachel will return to the 
sidelines. 
Following pictures, the band will play My Old Kentucky Home.· 
At the end of My Old Kentucky Horne, the band will go straight into 
the Fight Song. All on field will walk straight off field on to 
track of the West side as the Fight Song is being played. 
HOMECOMING 
2000 HALF-TIME CEREMONY 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
Band does half-time show. 
Band moves to mid-field for ceremony. 
Once band in concert formation. 
10/9/00 
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY PROUDLY PRESENTS 
THE 2000 HOMECOMING CANDIDATES. 
(PAUSE) 
MISS JODY ABDON AND MR. KENT BARBER (PAUSE) - JODY IS A JUNIOR 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION MAJOR FROM GREENUP COUNTY, ·KENTUCKY, AND IS 
SPONSORED BY THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES COUNCIL. (PAUSE) 
KENT IS A SENIOR BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND MARKETING MAJOR FROM 
GREENUP, KENTUCKY, AND IS SPONSORED BY KAPPA DELTA SORORITY. 
MISS ANNA AKERS AND MR. ROB DICKERSON (PAUSE) - ANNA IS A SENIOR 
DIETETICS AND NUTRITION MAJOR FROM RACELAND, KENTUCKY, AND IS 
SPONSORED BY THE RESIDENCE HALLS ASSOCIATION. (PAUSE) 
ROB IS A SENIOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT MAJOR FROM FLETCHER, OHIO, AND 
IS SPONSORED BY THE STUDENT ALUMNI AMBASSADORS. 
MISS ELLEN BASS AND MR. BRANDON FRALEY (PAUSE) - ELLEN IS A JUNIOR 
COMMUNICATIONS - ADVERTISING/PUBLIC RELATIONS MAJOR FROM MT. 
WASHINGTON, KENTUCKY, AND IS SPONSORED BY KAPPA DELTA SORORITY. 
(PAUSE) 
BRANDON IS A SENIOR MARKETING MAJOR FROM GRAYSON, KENTUCKY, AND IS 
SPONSORED BY NUNN HALL. 
•, 
MISS NICOLE FARLEY AND MR. YANCY HOLBROOK (PAUSE) - NICOLE IS A 
SENIOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION MAJOR FROM GREENUP, KENTUCKY, AND IS 
SPONSORED BY LAMBDA CHI ALPHA FRATERNITY. (PAUSE) 
YANCY IS A SENIOR CHEMISTRY AND ART MAJOR FROM SALYERSVILLE, 
KENTUCKY, AND IS SPONSORED BY SIGMA PHI EPSILON FRATERNITY. 
MISS RHIANNA HALL AND MR. GUY HUFFMAN - RHIANNA IS A JUNIOR MASS 
COMMUNICATION MAJOR FROM MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY, AND IS SPONSORED BY 
THETA CHI FRATERNITY. (PAUSE) 
GUY HUFFMAN IS A JUNIOR ADVERTISING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS MAJOR FROM 
MOREHEAD, . KENTUCKY, AND IS SPONSORED BY DELTA GAMMA SORORITY. 
MISS AMY HAYBARKER AND MR. BARRY HUGHES (PAUSE) - AMY IS A SENIOR 
SECONDARY EDUCATION PHYSICAL SCIENCES MAJOR FROM GAMBY, INDIANA, 
AND IS SPONSORED BY CARTMELL HALL. (PAUSE) 
-
BARRY IS, A SENIOR EXERCISE. SCIENCE MAJOR FROM WINCHESTER, OHIO, AND 
IS SPONSORED BY THE MSU DANCE TEAM. 
MISS TERESA JOHNSON AND MR. 'BARRY JAMES (PAUSE) - A SENIOR HEALTH 
PROMOTIONS MAJOR FROM JACKSON, OHIO, AND IS SPONSORED BY SIGMA PI 
FRATERNITY. (PAUSE) 
BARRY IS A SENIOR THEATER MAJOR FROM SHEPERDSVILLE, KENTUCKY, AND 
IS SPONSORED BY CHI OMEGA SORORITY. 
MISS JOCELYN KANATZAR AND MR. PATRICK OSBORNE (PAUSE) - JOCIE IS A 
JUNIOR ELECTRONIC MEDIA AND COMMUNICATION MAJOR FROM FLORENCE, 
KENTUCKY, AND IS SPONSORED BY PI KAPPA ALPHA FRATERNI,TY. (PAUSE) 
PATRICK IS A SENIOR MARKETING MAJOR FROM WALTON, KENTUCKY, AND IS 
SPONSORED BY KAPPA SIGMA FRATERNITY. 
MISS KACI LANE AND MR. FRANKIE SPENCER (PAUSE) - KACI IS A SENIOR 
COMMUNICATION AND ADVERTISING/PUBLIC RELATIONS MAJOR FROM 
GALLIPOLIS, OHIO, AND IS SPONSORED BY SIGMA NU FRATERNITY. (PAUSE) 
FRANKIE IS A SENIOR ART MAJOR FROM WEST LIBERTY, KENTUCKY, AND IS 
SPONSORED BY THETA CHI FRATERNITY. (PAUSE) 
MISS SUNSHINE LUCAS AND MR. WILL THORNTON (PAUSE) - A SENIOR 
BUSINESS INFORMATION SYSTEMS MAJOR FROM WINCHESTER, KENTUCKY, AND 
IS SPONSORED BY DELTA MU DELTA HONOR FRATERNITY. (PAUSE) 
WILL IS A SENIOR PHYSICS AND AN !ET-ELECTRONICS MAJOR FROM 
THURSTON, OHIO, AND IS SPONSORED BY THE RESIDENT ADVISORS ADVISORY 
BOARD. 
MISS ALISON WARNER AND MR. JOEY WAGNER (PAUSE) - _ALISON IS A JUNIOR 
GOVERNMENT AND PHILOSOPHY MAJOR FROM UNION, KENTUCKY, AND IS 
SPONSORED BY SIGMA PHI EPSILON FRATERNITY. (PAUSE) 
JOEY IS A SENIOR COMMUNICATIONS AND ELECTRONIC MEDIA MAJOR FROM 
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY, AND-IS SPONSORED BY MIGNON TOWER. 
(FANFARE PLAYED BY BAND) 
AND NOW WE PRESENT LAST YEAR'S HOMECOMING QUEEN, MISS HOLLY DEMINT, 
OF WEST UNION, OHIO, ESCORTED BY MR. JOHN MERCHANT, PRESIDENT OF 
THE MSU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION. 
(Pause for Holly and John to move to the 50 yard line.) 
JOINING HOLLY AND JOHN IS THE PRESIDENT OF MOREHEAD STATE 
UNIVERSITY AND HIS WIFE - DR. AND MRS. RON EAGLIN.· 
\ 
(Pause long enough for Holly and John to move to th,e 47 North 
Yard Line and for Dr. and Mrs. Eaglin to go to the 50 yard line, 
turn and face ,the West Stands). 
(FANFARE PLAYED BY BAND) 
AND NOW MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY· PROUDLY PRESENTS THE 2000 - -- ' ~ 
HOMECOMING QUEEN, MISS ---------~---------' A 
------------FROM----------------
(Pause while Queen and her escort walk to Dr. and Mrs. Eaglin .. 
Queen shall face West stands. Dr. Eaglin will crown her from 
behind.) 
(FANFARE PLAYED BY BAND) 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY PRESENTS THE 2000 HOMECOMING KING, MR. 
----------------,---_,A ___________ _ 
FROM _______________ _ (Pause while King and his 
escort waik to Dr. Eaglin and present the medallion from the side.) 
MR. JOHN MERCHANT, PRESIDENT OF THE MSU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION AND MRS. 
JOYCE LEMASTER, PRESIDENT-ELECT OF THE MSU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION WILL 
NOW PRESENT BOUQUETS OF ROSES TO MISS ____________ AND 
TO MR. ______________ ON BEHALF OF THE ALUMNI 
ASSOCIATION. (PAUSE) 
MISS RACHEL CORNWELL AND MR. RICHARD PUCKETT, VICE PRESIDENTS OF 
. THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION WILL PRESENT SILVER BOWLS TO 
AND . ON BEHALF OF THE ------------ -----------
STUDENT BODY. 
(PAUSE - Pictures will be taken throughout) 
--- -·----- ..--_.~. 
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN - MY OLD KENTUCKY. HOME-;- - . --- · -- · 
Band goes right into Fight Song, No Announcement. 
(While the band plays Fight Song, President and Mrs. Eaglin, the 
Queen and King, and everyone else on the field will•walk off 
the field. At the sidelines, the candidates, Holly, John and Joyce 
will turn and go to the South end of the field (scoreboard end) for 
pictures. President and Mrs. Eaglin will return to the stands. 
computers tor N I ::, 1ounge 
I of 2 
Subject: computers for NTS lounge 
Date: Fri. 29 <;ep 2000 I O·•rn 46 -0400 
From: Beth Patrick c b patrick-!f morehead-st edu' 
To: j scott@morehead-st edu. mike moore ,,..m_moore (lmorehead-st.edu> 
CC: be\ mccormick ..... b.mccormick1i'morehead-st edu>. 
porter dailey <p dailey1t7morehead-st edu . sga'q_'morehead-st.edu. 
gary <g.vanmeter@morehead-st edu ". Brent Jones jones cr morehead-st edu> 
Dr . Moore/ Jac~ie , 
Teresa Johnson , SGA President , contact~d me to inquire 
about the status of computers " promised " for th<" NTS lounge 
area . Apparently , the NTS rep had 1nquu:ed about this duu.ng 
an SGA meeting wiLh the understandtng that IT is the hold 
up in gett1ng theM installed . My last record of this discussion 
is rcco r d~d in the email below. A:l ' better ' surplus equipment 
was used this year to seed the student micrcomputer lease 
program and as of now I don ' t have any reasonable surplus 
ur:its available . 
Has another discussion taken place that I am not aware of 
that has led the students to expec~ that :T has mach i nes 
available to be i nstalled in the lounge? At this point my only 
solution to meetinq this request would be 1 for Academic 
Af fairs to reallocate existing workstations from another lab 
area or 2) perhaps use this area as a test for the thin-cli~nt 
workstation ~echnology . These are woLkstations like we put 
in the lobby area o f ADUC . They provide access to the Internet 
and run software from a network server but you can ' t install 
your 0~1 software on them and all work has to be saved to 
an extern al zip d r iv~ . I would favor option two as it would give 
us an opportunity t r fu r ther expand our evaluation of this 
technology in a different env ironment . 
Beth 
> 
> Subject : Re : {Fwd : Computers for Non-Trad/Commuter Lounge} 
> Date : Wed, 5 Jan 2000 17 : 47 :13 -0500 
> From : "Michael Moore " <m .moore@morehead-s t . edu> 
> To : "Beverly McCormick" <b .mcconnick@morehead-st . edu> 
> CC: "Porter Dailey" <p-dailey@morehead-st . edu>, 
> "Jackie Scott " <j . scott@morehead- st . edu>, 
> "Lora Pace " <l .pace@morehead-st . edu>, 
<b . pcl r_,... ~: "'t ._etd-s . e:h, , 
> "Michael Moore " <m. moor e@morehead- st . edu> 




> Shortly before the Christmas break, I f orwarded Jackie ' s request t o 
> Porter and Beth (copied you ) asking if there were computers 
lablP . 
> was led to believe in a conversati on with Beth Patrick that she had 
•~ r.,..d 
> with Jackie and informed her that none of the computers we have as 
> are powerful enough t o meet the needs of the students . They would 
on'~ 
10/1/00 1:47 AM 
computers tor N"l-:S lounge 
> frustrate them because of their lack of speed. 
> 
> As I indicated to Jackie (and copied you), the best way to address 
this is 
> through the strategic initiative process. Since this did not come 
forward 




> My best suggestion for the near future is to ask Beth if any future 
> computers which become available might be allocated to the 
non-traditional 




> From: Beverly McCormick <b.mccormick@morehead-st.edu> 
> To: Michael Moore <m.moore@morehead-st.edu> 
> Cc: Porter Dailey <p-dailey@morehead-st.edu>; Jackie Scott 
> <j.scott@morehead-st.edu>; Lora Pace <l.pace@morehead-st.edu> 
> Sent: Monday, December 20, 1999 9:48 AM 
> Subject: [Fwd: Computers for Non-Trad/Commuter Lounge] 
> 
> > Dr. Moore, 
> > 
>>Jackie Scott has a need for computers for the 
Non-traditional/commuter 
>>lounge in Fields Hall. These students use this area as a place to 
study 
"·-\ > > and get help from their fellow students. I know from interviewing 
>>withdrawing students that they value that lounge area and use it as 
a 
2 of2 
>>base while on campus. If there are some computers available which 
>>evidently Porter indicated there are, this group would certainly be 
a 
>>great group to help. They are a growing population within the 
>>university and would be a good place to place our resources. 
> > 







Beth G. Patrick 
Asst. Vice President for Information Technology 
Morehead State University 
(606) 783-2447 phone (606) 783-5078 fax 
****************************************************************** 
10/1/00 1:47 AM 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES CENTER 
SPACE PROGRAMMING MEETING 
September 28, 2000 
Those in attendance included: Darin Blackburn, Dan Connell, Porter Dailey, Myron Doan, Mike 
Mincey, Beth Patrick, Joe Planck, Bill Redwine, Suzette Redwine, Tim Rhodes, Cindy Trent, Mike 
Walters, Sue Wright 
The current AD UC floor plan, picture of ADUC before the 1965 renovation, and completed 
programming statements for each area were distributed to the committee. 
In reviewing the area statements, the committee discussed the following important items: 
• Vehicle and pedestrian traffic flow 
• New exterior to be brick and limestone (gothic style) 
• Location of storage and trash removal 
• Location and design of shipping and receiving 
• Maintainability - floor finishes, ceiling tile, and wall finishes 
• Space flexibility (small rooms, large rooms, and storage) 
• Study rooms (requested by students) 
• Possible area additions: Graphic Center, Non-traditional/Commuter Lounge, Career 
Placement, and Bowling Alley 
• Elevator backup 
• Raise ceiling of third floor ballroom area, if the area remains a ballroom. 
• Removal of columns in meeting rooms 
Each area is to review the appropriate programming statement and include more detail, drawings, 
dimensions etc. Be as complete as possible. 
The next committee meeting is scheduled for 9:00 a.m. October 19 at Ginger Hall 110 conference 
room. 
OFRCE OF THE PRESIDENT 
September 28, 2000 
Ms. Teresa Johnson 







201 HOWE LL-MC DOWELL AD. BLDG . 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351-1689 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2022 
FAX: 606-783-2216 
The Department of Education Office of Civil Rights and the Kentucky Council on Postsecondary Education 
Committee on Equal Opportunities has scheduled a campus climate visit for Morehead State University. The 
visit will occur on October 10, 2000 at the Adron Doran University Center. All focus group sessions will be in 
the Eagle Dining Room. 
The OCR, the Commonwealth of Kentucky and the Council on Postsecondary Education entered into a 
partnership agreement on January 24, 2000. As a result of the agreement, the OCR and CPE CEO were to 
ITTange annual campus climate visits to all the postsecondary educational institutions. The primary purpose of 
he campus climate visit is to ascertain the University' s commitment to the recruitment and retention of African-
American Faculty, Professional Staff and students. The OCR/CPE is concerned about the campus climate for 
all faculty, staff and students of color, but specifically the climate for African-Americans. Under the first two 
iterations of the KY Plan, Morehead State University has been successful during most years of meeting most of 
the goals set by the Council. The Partnership Agreement between the Council and OCR incorporates the eight 
goals MSU previously had to meet. The agreement is also highly focused on the campus climate. 
Dr. Eaglin asked that I coordinate this visit. Therefore, I want to ask that you be a part of one of the focus 
groups to meet with the OCR and CPE. Attached is a copy of the agenda for the October 10th meeting and the 
topics to be discussed. The time relevant to your particular focus group has been highlighted. Please contact 
me by October 5th to let me know if you will attend. 
Thank you for your willingness to be involved in this campus climate visit. 
Sincerely, 
Francene Botts-Butler, 
Affirmative Action Officer 
~ttachment 
FBB/fb 
MSU is an a ffirm ative ac tion equal opportunity educational inst1tulion. 
TIME 
8: 00 to 8:30 
9:10 - 10:10 
10:10 -10:20 
10:20 - 11:20 
11:30 - 12:30 




4:30 - 5:30 
Morehead State University 
Office for Civil Rights and 
Council on Postsecondary E ducation 
Committee on Equal Opportunity 





Admissions Staff and 
Retention Staff 
Campus Environment Team 
Student Groups and students 
Security and Student Life 
Agenda 








Faculty and Professional Staff Rii?!?le Room 
Minority Affairs/EEO Person Rii?i?le Room 
Wrap-up with President and Riggle Room 
Cabinet 
PURPOSE 
Arrival to Campus 




and KY Plan Implementation 
Lunch 
Campus Climate Discussion 
Campus Climate Discussion 
Campus Climate 
Exit Meeting 
GE DA CPE.00 //FLBB/ /09/19/00 
DEVELOPMENT AND ALUMNI RELATIONS 
Student Government Association 
Attn: Teresa S. Johnson, President 
UPO Box 1331 
150 University Blvd. 





PALMER DEVELOPMENT HOUSE 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351-1 689 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2033 
September 22, 2000 FAX: 606-783-5089 
Thank you for SGA s recent gift of $646 to our 2000-2001 Annual Giving Campaign to be 
used for the Emergency Student Loan Fund ($323), and the Larry Stephenson SGA 
Endowment ( 323) in memory of Duane Hart. 
Your gift demonstrates the continuing commitment you have to higher education. The co t 
of providing affordable education contin ues to rise, despite our daily efforts to contain the e 
costs. Your help is increasingly more critical to the mission of MSU becau e tate and 
federa l support ha not kept pace with rising costs. 
Through the upport of alumni, parents and other friends Morehead State University 
continues to provide excellent educational programming to our students. 
In compliance with Section 170 (f) (8) of the Internal Revenue Code, I hereby certify that 
you have received no goods or services in exchange for your gift. This letter will erve a 
your official receipt. 
Higher education is one of the best investments we can make. It an inve tment in our 
minds and our future. Thank you for helping u achieve a higher return on that investment. 
Sincerely 
Tf\_~ \-\·,~ 
Melinda C. HigWey 
Director of De elopment 
MCH:ehf 







August 29, 2000 
Student Organizations 
Students in Free Enterprise 
SIFE Meetings 
Students in Free Enterprise are a national non-profit organization that provides college 
students the opportunity to establish a variety of community outreach programs that teach 
free enterprise.· Students have their communication, creativity, team building, ·and leadership 
skills through the process of developing and implementing outreach projects in their 
communities. Students then showcase these skills by creating and giving a professional 
presentation summarizing their team's p~ojects to a pand of judge~ at__ a regional competition. 
- I ' ' '..... ., .- : r .- .. 
This organization is one that can change many people's lives, including students and faculty. 
It gets the students to use skills that are not used ,very much in the classroom, and to meet a 
wide variety of people. SIFE gives students ;hat most· majo; corporations want in their 
employees. Many of these corporations are proud sponsors of SIFE and recruit SIFE 
students right out of college. In fact, all students who contribute 50 or more hours to SIFE 
projects though out the year will become SIFE Certified Scholars, making them eligible to 
have their resume entered in a national database which is utilized by many of the SIFE 
corporate sponsors for recruiting employees. 
ALL STUDENTS, REGARDLESS OF MAJOR, ARE INVITED TO 
ATTEND OUR MEETINm ON TUSDAY'S AT 4:30 IN COMBS 310. 
We would appreciate if you would make an announcement to you students and peers about 
SIFE and let them know when the meetings are. We hope you will encourage all students to 
attend the weekly meetings. If you have any questions please call Jaime Allen at 784-6196 or 





PAUL E PATTON 
G OVERNOR 
Ms. Teresa Johnson 
Morehead State Un iversity 
UPO 1331 
University Boulevard 
Morehead. Kentucky 40351 
Dear Ms. Johnson: 
C OMMONWEALTH OF K ENTUCKY 
O FFICE OF T HE G OVERNOR 
August 3 I. 2000 
700 CAP1'fOL A vc.NuF 
SUITE 100 
F,-.,.,.NKFORT K v 4060 I 
1502 > 564-26 1 I 
F AX <502) 564 25 1 7 
By now you should have received information about this year's Governor s Conference on 
Postsecondary Education Trusteeship and I would like to take this opportunity to personaJly 
encourage you to attend . 
The conference, which will be September 17-18 in Bowling Green, will help provide a 
systemwide perspective on Kentucky postsecondary education and acquaint you with issues that 
will help you be a more effective board member. You will aJso have an opportunity to meet and 
compare notes with your colleagues from all around the state. 
This year' s progran1 wi ll focus on the results that we seek from the ongoing reform of 
postsecondary education and how we intend to measure them. We cannot get where we need to 
be - as a state or as a system of postsecondary institutions - without significant change in the 
operations of our colleges and universities. Informed and committed lay leadership is essential 
to bring about this change, and this conference will he lp you and your fellow trustees focus on 
essential issues. 
I look forward to seeing you there. 
Paul E. Patton 
EDUCATION 
PAYS 




















Terry Roach / 








MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351-1689 
I would like to have a meeting to discuss the upcoming Pep Rally. If you schedule pennits, 
please meetwith me on Tuesday, August 29, at 1 p.m. in East Room A of ADUC. Please let 







All Campus Organizations 
· Elizabeth Fuell 
Vice President for Administration 
SGA Senior of the Month 
August 1, 2000 
Just a reminder -to let orgailii.ations know that if is time to get your seniors 
nominated for the Student Government Association's Senior of the Month Award. 
Applications can be dropped off to me in the SGA office on the second floor of ADUC, 
or mailed to UPO 1331. Be sure to include· all activities, honors, volunteer work, etc. The 
senior of the month will receive a plaque, which will be presented to him/her at an SGA 
.meeting as well as a check for $50.00. All the recipients of the-award will be.eligible for 
the Senior of the Year. I -look forward to your nominations and thank you for your time. 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION'S 
SENIOR OF THE MONTH 
NOMINATION FORM 
Name: Cumulative GP A: -----------
Major: ________ _ Minor.---------
FR13SHMANYEAR 
Activities (include offices held): 
AwarJs / Hono:r:s: 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Activities (indude offices held): 
Awards / Honors: 
JUNIORYEAR 
Activities (include offices held): 
Awards / Honors: 
(OVER) 
SENIORYEAR 
Activities {include offices held): 
Awards / Honors: 
.An SGA Senior of the Month must: represent the well - rounded student at Morehead State University. No 
specilic :requirements are imposed on nominations, but keep in mind that: the student should have a 
respecta1le GPA and have contributed to campus life. If selected, the student will be eligible for the SGA 
Senior of the Year Award. Pleas return this form to the SGA office. 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
MEMORAND U M 







FROM: Francene Botts-Butler, '?{Jj? 
Affirmative ction Officer 
DATE: July 12 2000 
-~ M0RSfEAD 
&AJELNVmsrTY. 
201 HOWELL-MCDOWELL AD. BLDG. 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 -1689 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2022 
FAX: 606-783-2 16 
RE: Compliance Reports for Partnership Agreement between CPE and OCR 
Enclosed is a copy of the firs t reports sent to the Council on Postsecondary Education concerning 
the orehead State University Campus Environment Team and the list of individuals responsible 
for campus cliversity/minority affairs on campus. The Affirmative ction Committee was already in 
place and was therefore selected to also represent the University as the campus environment team. 
for the individuals listed as responsible for campus diversity I have listed the president, vice 
presidents, Peggy Overly, William Salazar Ernestine infield and of course myself. 
Enclosure 
cc: 
)-tftrl I t tht Ml,m;.n,~\v..h.v( 
alerie Wagoner W .l µ \40. o.. ~t.:nt-' 
Chair Staff Congress -a 0 ~ • '\)\~t _\ \ t)\A ct- wi..o e 
Chair Faculty Senate nv ~ G-,nA. J · · 1 
President, Student Government soctatton \1~ '1...ffi p kv-t Ac:h,o(\ (ornrn,-\lu. 
Affirmative cti.on Committee/Campus Environment Team -ft) ~ ~'(~ -th ~ ~ 
Coordinator, MI'EP ~ Mt ~\..,__Th~ : (:.nv f£l1\. ~ 




MSU is on affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution 
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Voice: 202.347 .USSA 
Fax: 202 .393.5886 






U .NITED STATES STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
Dear Student Go emment President, 
Greetings! Congratulations on your election as the leader of your campus. My name is 
Kendra Fox-Davis and I am President of the United States Student Association. USSA is 
the nation's oldest and largest student organization and the recognized voice for students on 
Capitol Hill, the White House and the Department of Education. I am writing to 
enthusiastically invite your campus to forma lly participate in the USSA's 2000 election 
campaign , tudent ote 2000: The Movement at the Ballot Bo . 
USSA has long been a leading organization in the ongoing effort to increase voter turnout 
among students and youth. With our well-developed membership network of over 300 
campuses and 7 State Student Associations, USSA is in a position to have a major impact on 
youth voter turnout in the upcoming year 2000 elections. Further with new laws on the 
books requiring voter registration on college campuses SSA is looking to break new 
ground in the area of student voter participation in 2000. 
The low voter turnout among 18-24 year olds is well documented. The common media and 
political pundit explanation is that today's youth are apathetic slackers who don't care about 
politics or their civic respons ibility. However, new studies show conclusively that youth 
and students are more active then ever in community and civic service, and that they choose 
to direct their energies away from a political process they believe doesn't care about their 
interests. Further, these studies show that political candidates spend little or no time 
discussing issues with students or campaigning on campus. Consequently, policies that 
invest in today s youth, such as funding for financia l aid, often get pushed to the back of the 
agenda of both major political parties. The only way to break this cycle is through the 
grassroots voter registration/ educatio get out the vote efforts of organizations like student 
governments. We have seen the impact students and youth can have on major elections 
when the resources are available and student participation is high. In 1992 students and 
youth turned out to the poUs in record numbers and had a major impact on the Presidential 
and Congressional elections. 
SSA s Student ote 2000: T he lo ement at the Ballot Box campaign will be a 
sweeping, energizing, positive national effort to reinvigorate student political engagement. 
The goals of the campaign are ambitious but simple : 
l. Successfully r~gister 750 000 college students to vote. 
2. , Organize and sponsor 50 congressional ' candidate forums on youth issues. 
3. Distribute 500 000 voter guides to campuses nationwide. 
4. Achieve a student voter turnout of over 50%. 
The Student Vote 2000 campaign will create the largest registered student voting 
community in history; educate students by distributing voter guides and bringing the 
candidates on campus· and turnout the largest number of students ever to the polls! 
The only way we can achieve these goals is if student governments nationwide sign-aµ. as 
official participants in Student Vote 20001 By filling out and returning the enclosed simi-on 
form your student goveIIlll!-ent will receive: 
• Student Vote 2000: The Movement at the Ballot Box camp~ign manual. 
• Student voter motivation kit including posters, leaflets, and stickers 
• Box of Student Vote 2000 Voter Guides (in late September). 
• Bi-weekly Student Vote 2000 Fax Newsletter. 
r 
We sincerely hope to be working with you and your organization in this vitally important 
effort. Please send the enclosed form back to USSA write away! If you have any questions 
about USSA or Student Vote 2000, please contact USSA Organizing Director, Jessica 
Angus at 202-347-8772 or ussa@essential.org. · 
In Student Solidarity, 
~ Jll,a4:<./L_iu. .... sica Angu;- -,---, 
SSA Organizing Director 
YES/ Sign my campus on as an official participant in USSA 's Student Vote 
2000: The Movement at t e Ballot ox Campaign/ 
City: /h~ -½Zip: t/t&il 
Phone: ~f}{J 7 ~ 3 ~~g Fax: (a/Jft 7& 1 @JL~ 
E-Mail: _________________________ _ 
President's Name (Please Print): 7c(etfj ~tJ/faJ2 ~ 
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TO: Members of the Teacher Education Committee 
FROM: 
,. 
Michael Seelig (' · 
Executive Assistant to the President & . 
Dean of the College of Education & Behavioral Sciences 
RE: Proposed Restructuring of the TEC 
DATE: July 26, 2000 
The "Teaching the Teachers for the 21 st Century" Task Force completed its work 
in May, 2000 and submitted a· list of recommendations to the President to be 
implemented starting Fall Semester. A Leadership Transition Team was established to 
meet throughout the Summer months to develop strategies of implementation. Among 
the many recommendations considered was the reorganization of the College of 
Education & Behavioral Sciences to a freestanding College of Education. The President 
will announce at the Fall Convocation that this reorganization will be complete by the 
2001-02 academic year. 
My purpose for sending this memo is to inform all members of last year's Teacher 
Education Committee of another recommendation that will be implemented. During the 
past several years, membership on the TEC grew to the point that the governing body had 
35+ members. The Task Force determined that this number makes it very difficult to 
debate and decide upon critical matters in an efficient manner. Consequently, a 
recommendation was sent forward to reduce the number of voting members on the TEC 
to between 15-20 and establish a larger advisory group that would meet once each 
semester to provide input to the governing body. This recommendation has been 
accepted with a proposal being developed. We appreciate all the hard work and excellent 
leadership that TEC has provided to teacher education and teacher education reform over 
the years, and we anticipate that under new governance policies TEC's role will be even 










MEMORANDUM MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351-1689 
July 18, 2000 
TO: Teresa Johnson 
SGA President 
FROM: Myron Doan~ 
SGA Constitution RE: 
The Student Life Committee met on July 17 and approved the amendments to the Student 
Government Association Constitution with the following grammar and punctuation changes in 
Article V, Section C: 
The residence halls will be represented by six at-large positions. The residence 
hall area will be divided into three regions: 
'f Region One will consist of Fields Hall, Thompson Hall, Mays Hall, and 
Cartmell Hall. 
~ Region Two will consist of all ).ialJs jWithin the Mignon Complex and 
Nunn Hall ~f\t\.fJ\_ ?- Region Three will consist -~f R,e?ents Hall, Alumni Tower, Cooper Hall, 
and Wilson Hall. r'O...,t;t\ W 
There will be one representative from Region One, two representatives from 
Region Two, and three representatives from Region Three. The election for these 
representatives will take place in the fall semester and will be included on the 
Congress election ballot. 
With these changes made, the Student Life Committee does approve the amendments to the 
constitution. 
jls 














MSU Student Organizations, Morehead Community Groups, Area Bands 
Darin Blackbum, University Center Services Manager 
RE: MSU Homecoming 2000 Parade 
I hope this memo finds you having a great summer. It seems somewhat early to be 
planning for the fall activities but the earlier the better; The dates have been set for 
MSU's 2000 Homecoming. Over the weekend of October 20·22, hwdreds of Alumni 
will gather to.reunite with old friends and instructors,·as we-cheer on the MSU Eagles in . ··~ 
their home game against Bowie State. 
A tradition that has ·been lost in the last few years on campus· is that of a Homecoming 
Parade. In years past one of the biggest and most enjoyed homecoming events was when 
community and campus groups gathered at the University Fann to create a beautiful float 
. that represented their group and that years Homecoming theme. -For a week they worked 
to make their float the best. Then, joined by local bands, city and county officials, 
university administration, and community groups they taxied down Main Street where 
their work was judged and enjoyed by hundreds of city and campus onlookers. 
It's time this tradition returned. We want to breathe new life into the campus spirit and 
start building strong bridges with the community. What a better time than the kick-off of 
our 2000 Homecoming weekend to start? The parade will take place on Thursday, 
October 19, at 6:30pm and will serve as the kick•off event for the weekend and will 
culminate at the stadium with a pep-rally for our MSU Eagles. 
We invite all campus organizations, Morehead civic groups, youth programs and area 
bands to participate. We will have an organizational meeting to discuss the details and 
parade route at a later date. If your group would be interested in having a great time 
bringing some much loved t:qlditions back to campus, contact me at 783-2809. 











June 27 2000 
Mike Mincey 
Bill Redwine&- .../ / 
Larry Stephenson✓ t1')~ 




100 UNIVERSITY BLVD. 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 -1689 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2081 
FAX: 606-783-5008 
As you are aware the Access Card Services office on the second floor of ADUC has been 
vacant for the last several weeks. Vacating that space was the result of unpleasant smells 
generated by the cleaning of equipment in a mechanical room with the fumes transported via 
the HY AC system into that area. The staff assigned to that office did experience burning eyes, 
na al pas ages, and general discomfort as a result. An air quality specialist from the Kentucky 
Denartment of Labor has since tested the air monitored the environment for that space and 
declared it safe for use. The recommendation from this specialist was that the Access Card 
Services staff be located somewhere else due to the comfort and security level and their peace 
of mind . With this in mind the SGA President was approached to ascertain if they might be 
interested in "swapping" office space and thereby gain some additional square footage and 
have some storage capabilities available to them. Their response was in the affirmative and we 
propose the following: 
• Extend the current partition in Access Card space to the North wall and add a 
partition to divide it into two (2) offices. Doors v:ould be added to each. 
• Install additional air vents across the upper front wall for increased airflow . 
• Relocate long counter to SGA space and leave two (2) smaller in current location. 
• Transfer ownership of black metal cabinets in Access Card Office for SGA storage. 
• Relocate Access Card wiring and cables to new space. 
The attached floorplan sketch outlines the space adjustments discussed above. 
It is our hope that this plan may be approved ASAP so that the necessary modifications can 
begin immediately in order for the move to be completed by August 1. 
Please advise if you have questions, comments or concerns . 
Cc Mike Walters 
Marquita Bear 
~ill Hardin 
,, yro U oo..V\ 
EDUCATION 
PAYS 
www.moreheodstote.edu MSU is an offirrno ive oc ion equal opportunity educational institution. 
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~ Association .. ~ 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY ■ UPO BOX 1331 
Mr. Mincy, 
■ MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351-1689 ■ 606-783-2298 
June 26, 2000 
I am writing this in regards t9 moving the Student Government 
Association office over to the space that is now the Card Access services. I 
met with Larry Stephenson and Bill Redwine to discuss the remodeling of 
that office for the Student Government's use. During that meeting with 
them we made decisions on what needed to done to the office so that St11dent 
Government would be able to utilize that space in the best way. Those 
changes are the ones that are demonstrated in the diagram that accompany 
this letter and the one from Bill Redwine. I have expressed to Bill that we 
need to be in that office by August I st so that students will know where to 
reach us and we are ready and open for operation starting August 14th when 
the students come back to campus. He has assured me that he will be 
pushing for this deadlin.e. If you have any questions you can contact me at 
the Student Government office (3-2861) however, I will be out of town on a 
conference for the rest of the week. I will not be able to be reached until 
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I am writing this in regards to moving the Student Government 
Association office over to the space that is now the Card Access services. I 
met with Larry Stephenson and Bill Redwine to discuss the remodeling of 
that office for the Student Government ' s use. During that meeting with 
them we made decisions on what needed to done to the office so that Student 
Government would be able to utilize that space in the best way. Those 
changes are the ones that are demonstrated in the diagram that accompany 
this letter and the one from Bill Redwine. I have expressed to Bill that we 
need to be in that office by August 1st so that students will know where to 
reach us and we are ready and open for operation starting August 14th when 
the students come back to campus. He has assured me that he will be 
pushing for this deadline. If you have any questions you can contact me at 
the Student Government office (3-2861) however, I will be out of town on a 
conference for the rest of the week. I will not be able to be reached until 
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MAY 30, 2000 
ALL MSU STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS AND ACADEMIC PROGRAMS 
DARINBLACKBURN,ADUC 
UNVERSITY CENTER DISPLAYS 
As part of our preparations for the Fall 2000 semester, we are making some noticeable 
.esthetic changes to the University Center. The University Center is equipped with 
stationary display cases on the third floor as well as portable display cases located on the 
1 2nd and 1st floor of the Center. One noticeable change will be to the former blue carpet 
'·"----( , area on the 1st floor. This area will no longer be a seating area, now it will be a show case 
.~~ii 
I 
area in which MSU Student organizations and Academic programs. will have a great 
opportunity to publicize their.respected groups or disciplines. The display cases on the 2nd 
and 3rd floor are also available for the same purpose. 
The University Center Staff feels that these changes will not only aid in the beautification 
of the University Center but also increase awareness of the various organizations and 
academic programs to existing and potential MSU students. 
The University Center Staff is eager and willing to help your organization or discipline in 
puttipg together your displays. Ple_ase contact us if you are interested in using one of the 
display areas. If you need any assistance or have any questions please contact Darin 
Balckburn or Brandon Fraley at 783-2810. 
~c/11-------J.-l 
Darin Blackbum 
Director University Center and Conference Services 
EDUCATION 
., 








Michelle Francis, SGA President 
SGA Legislative & Fiscal Affairs Committee 
Subject: Funding Requests 
Date: May 30, 2000 
In the past, the Student Government Association has accepted and approved proposals for funding 
from student organizations to attend conferences and workshops. The Legislative and Fiscal Affairs 
Committee would like to bring it to your attention that this will no longer be SGA policy. 
The original purpose of the share of moneys from the Student Activities and Services Fee was not 
to provide funding for student organizations, but to provide funding for the SGA Office and for 
activities programmiug. 
The Legislative and Fiscal Affairs Committee is restructuring to ensure that student fee money is 
distnbuted fuirly and equitably. The Student Government Association will consider applications for 
funding for organizations holding activities on-campus that are open to all students. The Legislative 
and Fiscal Affairs Committee does not believe that providing funding for travel or conference fees 
for individual students to attend off-campus events is the best use of student fee money. This policy 
will take effect October of 1998. We wanted to make you aware of these changes so that you will 
have the ability to make budget adjustments to accommodate these activities. 
If you have any questions feel free to call the Student Government Association for more information 
at 783-2298. 
MF:ac 
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From: bill redwine <b.redwine@morehead-st.edu> I Block adt.lres 
To: brandon545 yahoo.com, teeaot694 yahoo.com 
CC: John Ray <j.ray@morehead-st.edu> 
Subject: Textbook Lists 
Brandon/Teresa : 
Attached is the textbook list that I mentioned to you yesterday . Vice 
President Moore has forwarded it on to Mark Minor and Lemuel Berry with 
an encouragement to ask the faculty to follow our request . At this 
point there are really two significant impacts on the students with 
this 
sort of thing : 
1) . By not meeting the April 15 deadline of submitting the book 
lists , we cannot program the buyers for buying those books back at the 
end of this semester . We have to know that the text will be used again 
in order to do that . 
2) . " To be submitted later " requests end up , many t i mes , not being 
submitted until the very last minute and thus the book is not always 
available at the beginning of the semester and the students have to 
wait 
for it to come in . 




Attachment: Forwarded Mes age 
Date: Fri 14 Apr 2000 11 :07: 12 -0400 
From: John Ray <j.ray@morehead-st.edu> 
To: WILLIAM H REDWINE <b.redwine@morehead-st.edu> 
Subject: English Textbook List 
Bill , 
I think this is what you wanted . 
5/3/00 11 :16 AM 
111JJ00: Me.u mtp:11us.11q _mau.yanoo.com1ym1 nowLenern Y=l!J IJ /&oraer=oown& on=aate&po =u 
2 of2 
ENG 090 : 3 sections , 2 different ins ructors, 2 to be submitted 
later ' s 
ENG 099 : 20 sections , 9 different instructors, 5 to be submi ted 
later ' s , 10 different titles 
ENG 100 : 43 sections , 18 different instructors , 13 to be submitted 
later ' s , 20 different titles 
ENG 200 : 20 sections , 13 different instructors , 2 to be submitted 
later ' s , 20 different titles 
One good thing out of all of this , when instructors are teaching more 
than on e section , they are using the same books in all of their 
sections ... most of the time . 
John 
begin : vcard 
n : Redwine;Bill 
tel ; pager : (606) 780- 3340 
tel ; cell : (606)782-0510 
tel ; fax : (606)783-5008 
tel ; home : ( 606) 784-6521 
tel ; work : (606) 783-2081 
x - mozilla - html : FALSE 
org :Morehead State University 
version : 2 . 1 
email ; internet : b . redwine@morehead-st . edu 
title : Director of Auxi l iary Services 
adr ; quoted-printable :;; University Bookstore=0D=0AAdron Doran University 
Center ; Morehead ; KY ; 40351 - 1689; 
x-mozilla-cpt:;-30976 
fn : Bill Redwine 
end : vcard 
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